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CHIEF JUSTICE'S CHAMBERS,

SUPREME COURT,

OTTAWA, 4th June, 1942 .
SIR,-

I am transmitting herewith my Report made pursuant to Order in Council ,
P .C. 1160, relating to the Hong Kong expedition . The Report is in two parts .
There is a Report proper, which gives my principal conclusions and some
ancillary matters, and the Appendix, «•hich deals fully with the facta and
discusses the evidence and the conclusions .

I have the honour to be, .
Most sincerely yours ,

(Sgd.) L. P. DUFF .

The Right Honourabl e
W. L . MACKENZIE I{ING, P.C ., L.L.D.,
Prime Alinister of Canada ,
Ottawa .

P.C. 4782

Certified to be u h•iie copy of a Minute of a Mcetin{t of the Contmittee of the,
Privit Council, approved by His Excellency the Governor Géneral on the
bth June, 1911 2 .

The Committee of the Privy Council submit for Your Excellency's informa-
tion the accompanying report of the Right Honourable Sir Lyman Poore Duff,
G.C .11L .G., made pursuant to the provisions of Order in Council P .C. 1160 of
February 12, 1942, appointing him a Commissioner under Part 1 of the Inquiries
Act to enquil•e into the circumstances surrounding the dispatch of a Canadian
Expeditionary Force to the Crown Colony of Hong Kong .

A. D . P. HEENEY ,
Clerk of the Privy Council .



REPOR T

BY THE

ROYAL COM M ISSIONE R

PURSUANT TO

ORDER IN COUNCIL, P.C. 11e0

YCUR EXCELLENCY;-

The Order of Your Excellency, P.C. 1160, authorizing this Inquiry is
attached to this Report . By it, I am directed to inquire into the organization,
authorization and despatch of the Canadian Expeditionary Force to Hong
Kong in October, 1941. I air, instructed particularly to examine the selection
and composition of thRt force, the training of its personnel, the provision and
maintenance of its supplies, equipment and ammunition and the provision of
transportation therefor . The Order in Council states that the purpose of the
investigation is to determine whether there occurred any dereliction of duty
or error in judgment by those whose duty it was to arrange for the authoriza-
tion, organization and despatch of the force that resulted in detriment or injury
to the expedition or its members . My duty is to determine whether there
occurred any dereliction of duty or error in judgment "on the part of any of
the personnel or of any of the departments of the Government whose duty it
was to arrange for the authorization, organization and despatch of the Expedi-
tionary Force" and whether, if such dereliction or error occurred, there resulted
detriment or injury to the expedition or the troops comprising it. If it is
found that such dereliction of duty or error in judgment occurred, it is my duty
to fi . . the responsibility therefor .

In this, my Report proper, I am stating my principal conclusions touching
these matters, together with some salient facts. A full statement of the facts
and a full di : -ission of the evidence appear in the Appendix hereto which is to
be considereu s part of my Report .

First, of the authorization of the expedition . The principal considerations
prompting the invitation by the Governme t of the United Kingdom to the
Government of Canada to send reinforcements to Hong Kong (two battalions
of infantry with first, reinforcements, and by subsequent communication a
modified headquarters staff) are set forth in the telegram containing that
invitation, dated September 19, 1941 . These considerations were largely those
which influenced the Canadian Government in accepting the invitation . I
have been unable to obtain the consent of the Government of the United King-
dom to the textual reproduction of this telegram .

The Chief of the General Staff having expressed to the Government his
opinion that there was no military objection to the acceptance of the proposal
and that the reinforcements ought to be despatched, the view of the War Com-
mitteè, as disclosed in the evidence of three Ministers of the Crown, the'Min-
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i=ter of National I)efenre, the Associate "Minister of 'National I)efencc, and the
Minister of National I)efence for Naval Services, was that in the circum-
stances the only po ss ible answer to the invitation was an affirmative _one .
The invitation was accordingly accer)ted and the expedition left Canada on the
27th of October .

The evidence disclose ., various reasons which appear to have actuated the
11'ar Committee . In view of what other Dominions had ctone in Abyssinia and
Libya it was Canadn's turn to help ; Canada ought to share in the responsi-
bility for garrisoning the Pacific area, just as Australia was assisting in \falaya ;
the military value of the reinforcement «•i uld be out of all proportion to the
numbers involved ; the arrival of the contingency in Hong Kong would have
a great moral etfect in the whole of the Far East and would reassure the
Chinese as to the British intention to hold Hong Kong ; the moral effect of
the espedition might operate as a sensible influence for the preservation of
peace there ; at that junct ► rc, in September, to gain time was beyond measure
important ;su ► •h an appeal from the predonunant partner in the common cause

could not be rejected .
I an i permitted to reproduce a telegram from the War Office, of October 30,

,t~ter the experlition ha d left :-

\1' e are very grateful to you for despatcbing your contingent to Hong
Kong at such short notice . We fully realize the dif6eulties of mobilization
and of distance whieb have had to be overcome . The moral effect of their
arrival in \ovcmher will be much greater than it would have been two
months later .

The terms of tl ► i~~ telegrau ► assist us in forming an idea of the hopes and
expectations with which the request of September was sent .

It woul ► 1 perhaps he .1 possible view that the propriety of this decision by

the Gover,►ment is exelusively matter for consideration and discussion bv Yar-
lian ►cnt . ',incc . i ►mwever . I ► uu recluired to ha4zs upon the question, it is my duty

to sav that I have no ► loubt the course taken b y the Government was the only

course open to tLe ► n in the circumstauces .
It was urged by \Ir . I)rew that the change of Government in Japan on

October 16, by which a cabinet notoriously sympathetic with the Axis powers
came into office, ought to hr:~•e led the Canadian Go~~ernment to re-esamine the
oueMion of policy rai-ecl by the invitation of the United Kingdom . I had the
advantage of reading a number of deshatches from the Government of the
United Isingdom, whi"h I am not at liberty to reproduce, as well as a despatch
from the Canadian milita ►y authoritics in I:ngland, which is reproduced in part,
dealing with the probabilities concerning war with Japan, and my conclusion
is that, having regard to the information of which the Government was in
possession, derived from the best sources of information open to them, nothing
eunerged before the departure of the expeditionary force on the 27th of October
which could have been considered to be a justification for the withdrawal by
Canada from the responsibility she had undertaken . On the contrary, the
reasons which prompted the acceptance of the proposal- continued ta. operate
with possibly increasing force up to the sailing of the expedition .

Second, of the selection of' the units for the expeditionary force . The
responsibility for rrivising the Minister of National Defence with respect to
the composition (~ i the expeditionary force devolved upon General Crerar,
the Chief of the (,neral Staff . In a communication to the \linister, in which
his reasons for his recommendation are stated at large, he recommended that
the Royal Rifles of Canada from Quebec and the Winnipeg Grenadiers from
Manitoba should be designated . In this communication lie said that a primary
consideration in making the selection was "that the units selected should be
efficient, nrll-trained battalions, capable of upholding the credit of the Dominion
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in any circumstances ." He adds, "both" battalions designated "are units of
proven efficiency . "

So long as the \iinistcr's confidence in the Chief of the General Staff
remained unimpaired, the \iinister would not overrule such a recommendation
upon n purely military matter ; and he cannot be justly criticized for acting
upon it .

It is my duty, however, to consider whether there was any error of judg-
ment in General Crerar's recommendation . Nobody, of course, was in as good
a position as General Crerar for arriving at a sound judgment upon the selection
of the unit,,: . His decision, morçovcr, was not a mere expression of opinion ;
it was the basis of his recommendation, made upon his responsibility as the
professional adviser of the Minister, upon which lie expected the Nfinister to
act and knew ahno,:t at once that lie was acting . The evidence, which is dis-
cussed in the Appendix, satisfies me that General Crerar's recommendation was
made upon sound grounds and that lie is not chargeable with any error in
judgment, still less with any dereliction of duty in relation to it .

The principàl criticism directed against this selection concerns certain
platoon weapons which are include<I in the establishment of a Canadian infantry
battalion, but which, before October, 1941, were not available generally for
training purposes to the Canadian Active Army. General Crerar snys :-

There were, however, in Canada at the time in question a number
of battalions (among which were Royal Rifles and Winnipeg Grenadiers)
which, although somewhat handicapped by lack of supplies of certain platoon
weapons (mortars and anti-tank rifles), in my opinion were generally
adequately trained to undertake defensive responsibilities such its those in
prospect in Hong Kong.
He adds:-
The •short supply of mortars and mti-tank rifles was general in all

units of the Canadian Army and not peculiar to the Royal Rifles and the,
Winnipeg Grenadiers .

This, lie adds, is the natural and inevitable handicap of a country which
is unprepared for war and has war brought upon it .

If this handicap, as General Crerar describes it, from the " short supply
of mortars and anti-tank rifles ", was to be a reason for exclusion from the
expeditionary force in the case of the two battalions in question, then that
reason was based upon a condition that, to repeat General Crerar's words,
"was general in all units of the Canadian Army and not peculiar to the Royal
Rifles and the Winnipeg Grenadiers " and must have applied equally to all
such units ; with the logical result of excluding all .

This ground of exclusion indeed, if a proper one, was (as is fully explained
in the, Appendix) applicable with still greater force to Canadian battalions
generally than to the two battalions in question . In point of fact, these
battalions were in a more advantageous pôsition in respect of these weapons
than the units of the army generally . The Royal Rifles had the three-inch
mortar for training purposes at least as early as Aprili 1941 . Although they
had no ammunition, the mortar platoon was trained in its mechanism and use,
tactically as well as otherwise . The mortar platoon of the Winnipeg Grena-
diers was also trained in the mechanism and use of the same weapon ; and
further enjoyed the advantage of having, even before leaving for the West
Indies, a number of anti-tank rifles (without ammunition) for training .

There were, moreover, solid reasons for believing that any deficiencies in
training in such platoon weapons (with which General Crerar declares he was
fully acquainted) could be made good before any encounter with the enemy .
The evidence ]ends support to the expressed conviction of General Crerar and
General Stuart (the present Chief of the General Staff) that this was done .
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General Crerar adds :-
With information at my disposal concerning unita of Force "C"

and knowing professional ability and character of Commanding Officer,
Brigadier Lam-son, I would say that Force "C" was certainly fit to meet
an attacking force, even in superior numbers, and to give a fine account
of itsell by December S .
General Crerar says :-

Information at my disposal during latter part of September, 1941,
indicated that outbreak of hostilities with Japan was not imminent and

that . time would, in all probability, be :ivailable to carry out intensive,

adequate and pissible extensive training of Canadian forces at Hong Kong

after their arrival .
General Stuart agrees with this .

The evidence relating to the training, equipment and personnel of the two
battalions is fully cxamincd in the Appendix . For rea sons which there appear,

I am sati,ficcl that in r(-pect of weapon training, as in respect of other matters,

this selection cann o t , be justly impeached as affected by any error in judgment .

Third, of the steps taken to bring the units up to strength, including first

reinforccmcntz . The selection of the units made, it bect+me necessary to
provide " finA rcinforccnunts " for both battalions and to bring the Winnipeg
Grenadiers uh to stmngth . 13oth battalions were warned for service on October
9th and the ship which h,i been provided by the British Govcrnmcnt to take
the cxpe,lition to Ilong Kong Nva- to sail before the end of the month . In an
interval of not more than two weeks it was necessary to obtain the required
additirni :~, as well as to attend to the multifarious tasks involved in equipping
the csl~e i`inn . At must be rcnncnibcrc(l that all these hrcplrations had to go
forward, not only with urgency, but also with extreme sccrrcy . It. was decided
to obtain the men ncedc(t for the Royal Rifles in llilitarv I)istrict . No . 2, with
I-Ieadqnzrtcrs in Toronto . and tho ' ~;c for the Winnipeg Grenadiers in Military
District :,n. 10, with Ilcndquartei:s in Winnipeg .

All mce who were added to the two battalion ., prior to the departure for
Ilont: Kong voluntcrrcd for service overseas with the battalion to which they
went . 'l'hcv \%crc, in the caze of each battalion, accepted as satisfactory by the
Officer (bnwianclinf,, or by otticers designated by him . The steps taken by the
battalion and district ofl'ivers were taken uncicr the direction of and were
approved by National I)efence Ileadquarters at Ottawa and, in particular, of
and by Colonel P . Ilcnnc~sy . the I)irector of Organization in the Adjutant-
GenerRl's I)cl+rtniént, upon whrnn devnh•ed the immédiate direction and
responsibility for the taslc of bringinn the units up to strength and providing
first rcinforcements, an(l who became the Senior Administrative Officer of the
Expeditionary Force .

There \}•cre added to the Royal Rifles 1 54 men from llilitary District No . 2,
of «•ltom 52 came from the Midland Regiment and 102 came from Advanced
Training Centres at Camp Borden . There were added to the W innipeg
Grenadiers, 282 men and 12 officers from ï\iilitary District No . 10. In the
Appendix I have examine d in detr.il the training and qualifications of each
group of the men added . .

A period of sixteen week ., has been laid down as the standard period to
be devoted to the training of an infantry recruit before sending him overseas .

In indiv idual . cases and by rea son of the exigencies of shipping, this standard
has on occa s ion not been enforced . Of the men added to the strength of the
Hong Kong expedition, all but about six per cent' had undergone more than
sixteen weeks military training after enlistment in the active army . As I
have already said, all these men volunteered for service with the expedition
and all were accepted as suitable by officers of the battalion to which they
were going .
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A number of officers gave cviclc ► ,ce of the great value of the personal selec-
tion of men for a unit by compo±cr t officers of that unit. For example, Lieu-
tenant-General McNaughton said (and with him General Crerar and General
Stuart agreed) : -

If I were the Commanding Officer and had had the chance to select
the men and know them individually-see that they were all right-I
would not have worried very much whether they had completed the basic
training or not, because character is the thing we lay most stress on, and,
if they were people who were suitable in my judgment to incorporate in
the battalion, I would have been perfectly happy to have had them . . .
I would not have worried from the point of view of military efficiency one
iota, beqause, if they are the right, type of men, even on the voyage over
I would have completed their individual training .

I accept this evidence of Generals McNaughton, Crerar and Stuart and of
other officers to the like effect as of great weight in deciding upon the propriety
of the steps taken to bring the force up to strength and to provide it with first
reinforcements .

A considerable amount of evidence was directed to show the cffect of
adding to two well-trained battalions groups of lesser trained men numbering
about six per cent of the strength of the two units . That evidence conclusively
establishes that an efficient battalion is, and must be, capable of absorbing
recruits, who have not fully completed their training, up to a much greater
proportion of its strength than six per cent, without at all detracting from the
efficiency of the battalion as a whole .

From the whole of the evidence (which is fully discussed in the Appendix)
I have reached the conclusion that there was no unfairness either to the
battalions, or to the expedition, as a whole, from the addition of this small
percentage of men who had not fully completed the standard period of train-
ing at the time they were accepted by the battalion officers . 'Nor have I any
doubt that these men who volunteered for the expedition in order to enter
upon active service would be quickly absorbecl into their new units, or that in
accepting them there was not any unfairness to the men themselves ; and I am
satisfied that the acceptance of these men had no detrimenta' effect upon the
efficiency of either battalion . I have found no dereliction of duty or error in
judgment in connection with the additions made to the's'rrength of the two
units .

In the course of my examination of the evidence I found tha't, the inclusion
of this small percentage of men was not the re:ult of any shortage of fully
trained men in Canada . It arose from the nece:5,-ity of obtaining the men with
great speed and secrecy and the impracticabilitv in the time available of select-
ing them from a larger number of training centres .

Four, of the general organization an ddispatch of the force, apart from
the subject of inechanical transport . The facts are stated in the Appendix and
they require no comment here .

Five, of mechanical transport . With regard to the mechanical transport of
the force, consisting of 212 vehicles, the troopship, the Awatea ; provided by the
British authorities had not sufficient cargo space to take them . The Wa r Office
was most anxious that the troops should go on this ship, as another opportunity
to sail was not likely ia occur for two months . Shortly before the expedition
sailed, space for the vehicles unexpectedly became available in an American
ship and that ship sailed with the vehicles on November 4, but did not reach
its destination before the outbreak of hostilities, as she w as diverted by the
United States naval authorities . Had she been allowed to follow her normal
route, she would have reached Hong Kong before the Japanese attack opened .
This miscarriage was not in any way due to any fault,_or mistake, of any officer
of the Canadian forces, or of any official of the Canadian Government .
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There was a small amount of free cargo space in the ship carrying the force
and some twenty vehicles were cent to Vancouver to fill it . These, however, did
not arrive before the ship sailed . Had more energy and initiative been shown by
the Quartermaster General's Branch, charged-with the movement of the equip-
ment for the force, the availability of this space would have been ascertianed
earlier and the vehicles would have arrived in time for loading on October 24 ;
and there is, in my opinion, no good reason for thinking that, had they arrived
at that time, they would not have been taken on board . There is no evidence,
however, that the troops suffered through the lack of them, or that they were
not supplied at Hong Kong. The facts are fully examined in-the Appendix .

After an exhaustive inquiry at the hearings and a lengthy study of the
evidence in the Appendix of this Report, I am able to add a general conclusion
about the Hong Kong expedition as a whole.

In October, 1941, the Canadian military authorities undertook a task of
considerable difficulty . Subject only to my observation concerning twenty of
the two hundred and twelve vehicles of the mechanical transport, they performed
that task well . Canada sent forward, in response to the British request, an
expedition that was well-traineot and (subject as aforesaid, in so far as shipping
facilities allowed) well provided with equipment . In spite of the disaster that
overtook it ~oon after its arrival in Hong Kong, it was a expedition of which
Canada can and should be proud .

The war came upon us when we were unprepared for it . In such circum-
stances, recalling military history, one would perhaps not be greatly surprised
to discover that even two years after its commencement some military enterprise
had been undertaken which had proved to be ill-conceived, or badly managed .
The Hong Kong expedition falls under neither description .

All of which is most humbly submitted b y

Your E%cellency's most humble obedient servant ,

(Sgd .) L. P. DUFF .

His Excellency
The Governor General in Council,
Ottawa .

O9TAVCA, June 4, 1942 .
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Copy

P.C. 1160

AT THE GOVERNMENT HOUSE AT OTTA1VA

TIi ► •RSnA r, the 12th (lay of February, 194 2 .

PRD'3 E\T :

His EXCELLE\C1'

THE Go«R\OR GENER:IL I N' COU\CIL :

Whereas at the request of the Government of the United Kingdom a
Canadian Expeditionary Force was dispatched to the Crown Colony of Hong
Kong ;

And Whereas the Prime Minister reports that in his opinion it now seems
expedient in the public interest that full, complete and impartial inquiry be
made into the eircunlstances surrot nc ing the dispatch of the said force from
Canada .

Now, Therefore . His Excellency the Governor General in Council, on the
recommendation of the Right Honourable W . L. Mackenzie King, the Prime
Minister, is pleased to appoint and doth hereby appoint the Right Honourable
Sir Lyman Poore Duff, P .C., G .C . N I .G., Chief Justice of Canada, a Com-
missioner under Part I of the Inquiries Act, Chapter 99 of the Revised Statutes
of Canada, 1927, to enquire into and report upon the organization, authorization
and dispatch of the Canadian Expeditionary Force and, without restricting
the generality of the foregoing, the selection and composition of the Force and
the training of the personnel thereof ; the provision and maintenance of supplies,
equipment and amwiunition and of the transportation therefor ; and as to
whether there occurred any dereliction of duty or error in judgment on the
part of any of the personnel of any of the departments of the Government
whose duty it was to arrange for the authorization, organization and dispatch
of the said Expeditionary Force resulting in detriment or injury to the expedi-
tion or to the troops comprising the Expeditionary Force and if so what such
dereliction or error was and who was responsible therefor .

His Excellency in Coul)cil, on the same recommendation and under and
by virtue of the powers vested in the Governor in Council by the War Measures
Act, Chapter 206 of the Revised Statutes of Canada 1927, is further pleased
to order and doth hereby order that section 13 of the said Inquiries Act shall
have no application to the conduct of the proceedings herein .

His Excellency in Council is further pleased, hereby, to authorize the
Commissioner to engage the services of such counsel and of such technical officers
or other experienced clerks, reporters and assistants as he may deem necessary
and advisable .

A . D. P. HEENEY ,
Clerk of the Privy Council .

a ►rso-s
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APPENDIX

In the Report proper I have set forth my principal conclusions on the

matters referred to me b y the Order of His Excellency the Governor General in
Council, P .C. 1160. A full statement of the facts and a full discussion of the
evidence and conclusions appear in the following Appendix to my Report .

This is the Appendix to my Report, made pursuant to the order of His
F,xcellency, the Governor General in Council, P .C. 1160 .

OTFAWA, June 4, 1942 .



SECTION I.-INTRODUCTION

It should be noticed at the outset that the inquiry as defined by the
Order in Council does not embrace within its scope all matters which may
have had some connection with the military clefeat at Hong Kong . My duty
is to determine whether there occurred any dereliction of duty or error in judg-
ment "on the part of any of the personnel or of any of the departments of the
Government -whose duty it was to arrange for the nutüorizati6n ; orgânizntion
and dispatch of the Expeditionary Force" and whether, if such dereliction or
error occurred, there resulted detriment or injury to-the expedition or the troops
comprising it . We do not know the whole story of the defeat at Hong Kong,
or the causes of it . It is not within my province to consider the adequacy of
the preparations of the United Nations in the Pacific late in 1941 . This inquiry
is concerned solely with the decisions and the acts of Canadian statesmen and
military and administrative officers who were responsible for the authorization,
organization and desl)atch of the Canadian expedition to Hong Kong .

Unhappily, as a result of the Japanese attack, the Hong Kong Expedi-
tionary Force suffered disaster . That attack began on I)ecember 8th and con-
tinued until the surrender of the garrison on December 25 : In resisting attack,
Canadian z~oldiere were killed and wounded ; in the surrender, the rest of the
Canadian force became pri~oners of war . No detailed and complete lists of
casualties and prisoners have yet been received by the Department of National
Defence. ('ertain information was contained in a message from the Canadian
Afini :ter for the Argcntine . dated Fehruary 24,• 1942, which states that the
Japanese (3overnment officially communicates that 1,689 Canadians were
taken ln6soncrs of war at Hong Ko . .g . As the expedition compriser! 1,985
oflicers and men, it would appear that 296 members of the force were killed
or are missing .

Time (lyder in Council directed me to engage the Services of such coupsel as
I might deem nece=sary and advisable . I appointed Mr. R . L. Kellock, K .C .,
and \Ir . It . ~I . Fowler to act as Counsel for the Commission, with instructions
to prepare and present all evidence relevant to the matters under investigation .
I also invited the Government of Canada and the I-Ion . It . B . IlanQon, K .C.,
the Leader of Ilis Majesty's Opposition, to nominate counsel to assist in the
inquirv. (ln the nomination of the Government I appointed, as counsel for the
Conunissien, AIr . Geo . A . Campbell, K .C ., and 'Mr . Geo . A . 1)rew, K .C., on the
nomination of Mr . Hanson. In this way, I had at the hearings the henefit
of c•zamination and cro~s-exumination of witne,sc~ and the presentation in
argument before me of divergent opinions and point,, of view .

I apliointecl \Ir . W. Kenneth Campbell as Secretary of the Commission,
and secured the services of excellent reporters who provided with speed and
accuracy daily copy of the evidence for my use and the use of counsel .

While I have had, as I have stated, the aclvantagé`oi the presence of Mr .
Geo . A . Campbell, K .C., whose duty it was to call attention to aspects of the
facts and evidence from the point of view of the Government, and of Mr . Geo . A .
Drew, K .C., whose duty it was to present, the point of view of the Hon . R. B.
Hanson, K.C., who asked for a Parliamentary investigation, nevertheless, the
responsibility for the conduct of the inquiry rested upon myself and these
gentlemen were present merely to assist me . Counsel for the Commission,
therefore, felt it their duty, as it was their duty, to probe in every direction
for the purpose of getting the facts ; and in this process a mass of oral evi-
dence and of documents was placed before me . This resulted in lengthy
hearings, but it was unavoidable and indispensable to a thorough investiga-
tion .

11
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It was obvious from the out~zet, having regard to the subject matter of the
inquiry and the nature of the evidence that would be adduced, that the hublic
could not be acimittecl to the hearings of the Commission .

Because of the fact that the hear ► nge were held in camera, the evidence
aclduccct is stated with greater particularity than othcrwisc would have been
ncce, sury .

In this connection it shoulcl be stated that certain secret messages passing
between His N l a je s: ty' s Government in Great Britain and Hi: AIajesty's GoN' -
crnmcnt in Canada were disclosed to me with the consent of the Secretnry of
State for Dominion Aflair5 in Great Britain . This consent was given at the
reclucst of the Govcriinïent of- Canada . The Government of the, United King-

dom 1 ► 3s not consented to publication of any of these messages .
The hearing of the evidence occupied twenty-two (lays between AInrch 2

and 'March 31, 1941, while the evidence of General Crerar was placed before
myself and counsel on :1pri, 13. Ih•ing the hearing, General Crerar was in
F,nglnnct an d I w n s adviscci by General \Ic\'aughton that his presence there
was from a military point of view indispensable . Accordingly, l i e (lid not
attend hefore the Commission to testify, but gave evidence in answer to a series
of question, adülrr ;~ed to him . The evidence extencie.cl to 2,288 typewritten
pages ancl 300 cxltibits were filed . It was agreed for the convenience of counsel
that argument should be I ►resentecl in writing . I had originally fixed April
20 as the (late for the filing of the opening written argument . Owing to the
illne ; ., of coun sel, this time had to be cstenclecl and the writtçn arguments were
actually trc-cntcd on the 18th of M ay, and the final oral argument was heard
on the 22nd of \icty . The commencement of the hearings was delayed for the
sanie reason .



SECTION II .-AUTHORIZATION OF- THE EXPEDITION

It was the receipt of a telegram, dated September 19, 1941, from the Secre-
tary of State for Dominion Affairs, which first presented to the Government
of Canada for its consideration as a military measure the dispatch of an
expeditionary force to the Far East . The telegram invited the Canadian Gov-
ernment to send two battalions of infantry as reinforcements for the garrison
at Hong Kong .

This telegram came before the War Committee of the Cabinet on September
23, 1941 . The Minister of National Defence, Hon . J . L. Ralston, was in
Los Angeles at the time, and the Associate Minister, Hon . C. G. Power, was
Acting Minister . On September 23, the War Committee, upon the recommenda-
tion of the Acting i>Iimster, decided that the proposal of the Government of
the United Kingdom should be accepted, subject to consultation with Colonel
Ralston and the Chief of the General Staff . It should, perhaps, be stated that
the evidence of what took place at meetings of the War Committ" of the Cabinet
was given by llinisters of the Crown after they had first obtained from His
Excellency the Governor General permission to testify concerning matters within
their oaths of secrecy as members of the Privy Council for Canada .

The telegram was put before Colonel Ralston in Los Angeles on September 24,
by Major Drury, the Assistant IMilitary Attache at Washington, who presented
him with an aide niemoire from Colonel Gibson, in which it was stated, referring
to the telegram of September 19:-

(a) To this important proposal, the C .G.S. (Chief of the General Staff,
General Crerar) sees no objection, if the Minister approves .

(b) The War Committee of Cabinet are quite prepared to accept the
proposal but want the reaction of the Minister .

(c) If the Minister desires more time for consideration the Committee are
not pressing for an immediate answer .

Colonel Ralston telephoned that evening to General Crerar and during the
conversation General Crerar, according to a memorandum made by him at the
time, informed the ',\linister "that I had definitely recommended that the Cana-
dian Army should take this on ." General Crerar's memorandum proceeds :-

He said that on that basis lie approved, in p'rineiple, acceptance by
Canada of the responsibility .

Colonel Ralston's recollection agrees with this record of the conversation
between himself and General Crerar. Colonel Ralston discussed the subject with
the Hon. C. D. Howe, who was with him on holiday in Los Angeles .

On September 29 the Associate Minister, Major Power, advised the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom of the Canadian Government's acceptance of its
proposal in the telegram of the 19th .

The matters falling within the scope of this investigation were initiated,
so to speak, by this telegram, which outlines the principal reasons prom tin
the request of the Government of the United Kingdom and some of the most
important considerations upon which the Canadian Government acted in
acceding to it.

I was unable to obtain the consent of the Government of the United
Kingdom to the publication of this telegram .

Before the receipt of this telegram, in'July or August, General Crerar, the
Chief of the General Staff, had met the General-Officer-Commanding at Hong
Kong, Major-General (now Lieutenant-General) Grasett, who was in Canada ,
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and had discussed with him at, large the situation there . General Crerar was,
in consequence, already aware, when the telegram of September 19, was received,
that in the, opinion of that oflicer the reinforcement of the garrison by two
battalions would enable them to hold [long Kong for an extended period against
any force the ;Iapaner'e could bring to bear in 'an attack . I quote General
Crerar's words :-

So far as general military situation at Hong Kong and prospective
problem of its defence against attack were concerned, I had had long
discussions in Otta wa, in July or August. , 1941, with Major-General Grasett,
who was passing through Canada on returning to the United Kingdom and
who, until that time, had heen Commander -in-Chief, Cl:i)ia Coinman ( i (Hong
Kong) . 'M ajor-General Grasett had f)lled theappointaucnt of Commander-
in-Chief at Hong Kong for some two years, and until his departure for the
United Kingdom ha d been responsible for the oi-gt+nization of the defences .
In his verbal appreciation of the military situation confronting the Hong
Kong garri s on in the event of war wit)) Japan, "Major -Gcneral Grasett
informed me dtu•ing our conversation that the addition of two or more
battalions to the fôrccs then at, Hong Kong would render the garri son strong
enough to withstand for an extensive perioci of s iege an attack by such
forces as the Japanese conlci bring to bear again st it .

General Crerar proceeds :-
It is cv ident that, Major-General (no w Lieutenant-General) Grasett

presented the same views to the War Office and to the Chiefs of Staff
Conimittec on his return to London, that, this appreciation . .f the situation
at, ]long Kong, w ith the nee d for two additional battalions, was accepted
in London and that the request. to Canada for the provision of the se addi-
tional troops imuledintely followed .

It . was w ith Iuincls actuated by a deep sen s e of the obligations of Canada
in relation to the conunon cau ,.o that, the nieniber, of the War Committee (The
Prime "M ini s ter, lion. T. A. Crerar, "Major Power, '\ Ir. \Ia e( lonald), as well
as the Chicf of the General Staff, gave their attention to the proposal of the
British Governn)cnt ; and the evidence of Colonel Ralston, 'Major Power and
M r . :Mecd on a ld Shows explicitly that to them, and to the l1'ar Committee asI
a whole, the proposal sunimlrizes what, the), regarded as reasons of great
weight, which, t a ken together with the broader consi derations that are men-
tioned by them in their evidence, d ictated an affirmative answer . They all had
in mind, to use Colonel ' Ralston's phrase, that " it , seemed as if it was Canada's
turn to help ." ' Colonel Ralston says :-

That is to say, Australia had been doing a great deal in Libya and
elsewhere; the New Zealanders had been in Crete ; and the South Africans
had been in Abyssinia . I am not sure whether I kne w that the Australians
had gone to Singapore or not . Then the United States had strengthened
their garrisons in the Philippines and that also influenced us in connection
with it .

Major Power says, referring to his consultation with General Crerar:-
And I do not think there was ever any question really or, any dis-

cussion as between General Crerar and myself as to any reason why we
should not take it on. It struck me as being the only thing to do, and
I suppose it struck General Crerar that way too ; at-least I took it for
granted that it did .

And again :-
«ell, I thought the United Kingdom authorities had made 8 pretty

good case - in their cable and I thought their argument was pretty st rong -
and there was not very much to be said about it . I do not know that I
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need go over it, except that I should say this, that what did influence Inc
to some extent was : Here were our partners in a great enterprise in the
war, saying : `If you have any men to spare we would be glad to havethem' ; and in my opinion we had certain unallotted battalions in Canada
which could be spared, and I did not see any reason why they should not
have them .

Air. Macdonald says :-
I might put it this way, my Lord. I do not think anyone would

contemplate in the circumstances of the time a negative ans wer to the
request . I do not think it was thinkable for this country to offer a
negative answer to the request of the United Kingdom .
Colonel Ralston expl a ins the speci fic impression made upon his mind

by the reading of the telegram :-

I, of course, went over the telegram carefully which was really the
basis of the proposal and contained many of the factors which it seemed
to Inc would influence us in acting on it . I noted also that 'The Chief
of the General Staff •sees no objection if the \linister approvcs' ; and I
noted that my colleagues of the War Committee of the Cabinet were
prepared to accede to the proposal but would like my reaction .
I appreciated my colleagues showing me the courtesy of referring the
matter to me, and took it immediately into consideration . A fter reading
the telegram I (lid feel it was a matter that justified attention at once .
I noted thut they suggested that I should have more time, if I desired,
but it seemed to me that the implications of the telegram were that the
sooner this matter was decided perhaps the better, having regard to the
situation which the expedition was purporting to deal with, and I imme-
diately took it into consideration . . . . . W ithout labouring it, the
considerations set out in the telegram were v ery largely the factors which
influenced me in connection with it . . I had at the end of the
consideration of the telegram this in mind, that the furnishing of one or
two battalions would do a grent deal more than a force of that size would
usually do. It seemed to me from what I knew generally that nbove all
things we needed time, and I had very definitely in my mind, rightly or
wrongly, that if Japan did come into the war the United States would be
in, too ; and I had it. definitely in my mind that the United States were
none too ready to come in, and anything which would either defer or deter
Japan from coming in would be highly desirable from our point of vie w

It seemed to me that we had an opportunity to make a con-
tribution, perhaps not large in numbers but certainly effective in its results,
which we should not disregard . "

Mr. Macdonald says :-
We were influenced largely by the statements set out in the cable,

which were merely . a con firmation or repetition, to a very large extent, at
any rate, of matters which we were. already aware of . We knew, for
instance, that it was the desire of the Americans to gain as much time as
possible before there should be an outbreitk of war with Japan . I knew
that the Naval positioa in the Far East was likely to be strengthened, or
was in the process of being strengthened at that time .

Q. Likely to be strengthened?-A. A. Likely to be and perhaps even
at that time was in the process of being strengthened .

Q. Was in the course of being strengthened?-A . Yes, at that time .
Q. Yes.-A. We knew that a good deal of stress was laid in all deal-

ings with Japan on the element of a show of~s sngtl ir and,-genertilly~ I-
think all matters set out in_ the-cable-}fmd a rTeady been within our knowl-
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edge ; and on these considerations which are summarized and repeated in
the cable, we came to the conclusion that we should accede to the sugges-
tion of the United Kingdom authorities .

Q. And that was the basis of the decision made, was it?-A . That was
a large element, I think ; it large element in prompting us to come to the
decision ; that, and the desire to be of help to the coalition cause wherever
we felt we could be of help .

The Canadian Gorernnlent, having no sources of its own of military
information in the Far East, naturally and necessarily relied upon the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom for ncivice as to the military and diplomatic
situation there. In September and October, 1941, it was the accepted view,
both in England and in Canada, that war with Japnn was not imminent,
although it was recognized that, to use the words of Major Power, " if war
broke out with Japiln the Canadian forces in Hong Kong would be in a very
difficult position ."

'Mr . I)rew urged that from the report of i\Ir . Justice Roberts touching the
occurrences at Pearl Harbour, it is evident the American Government in October
had in its possession information pointing unequivocally to an early outbreak of
hostilities with Jal>an, and he argued that such information ought to have been
in the possession of the Canndian Government . 'I'he evidence establishes in
point of fact that the Canadian Government had no such information . I repeat
that the Canadltin Governnunt relied and necessarily relied upon the British
Government for confidential information as to the military situation in the Far
Past .

General Crerar says:-
Information at my dispmsl during latter part of September, 1941,

indicated that. outbreak of hostilities with Japan was not imminent and
that time would, in all probability, be available to carry out intensive,
adequate and possibly extensive training of Canadian forces at Hong
Kong after their arrival .

General Stuart (now Chief of the General Staff) says:-
"Q. And you say that is quite it ciifferent situation than existed in

Scptember and October?-A . 'l'hat was an entirely different situation . It
must be remembered that at the time of the inception of this force we were
at peace with Japan ; we had no information from London, official informa-
tion, or from any other source to the effect that war with Japan was
inlminent . In filct, we had been explicitly informed that. the situation
had improved. ~~-

.

Q. Did you keep in touch with the,, .§itAt atiôn from September 19 unti l
the despatcll of the force, I mealLtll cHong Kong situation and the Pacific
situation?-A. Yes, ancli thcrer~vere no wires received by us during that
period from the iInitcri Kingdom that indicateci any change in the situa-
tion . Th last <vire got before the force sailed was on October 26 .

--The teleg ram of October 26 mentioned by General Stuart contains the
follow ing .- Consensus opinion that war in Far East unlikely at present."

There were, moreover, solid military grounds for a conclusion that even
in ' the event of hostilities the situation of the expeditionary force would not be
a hopeless one . The discussion of the military situation at Hong Kong between
General Crerar and General Grasett in the late summer of 1941 has already
been mentioned . In the third week of September the information thus gained
by General Crerar as to the actual military situation in Hong Kong was,
excepting the information conveyed in the telegram of September 19, the
latest and most authoritative information on that subject available. It was
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confidently expected that, in the event of war, the British-Commonwealth would
have both the United States and China as active allies . The American Pacific
fleet was concentrated at Honolulu and British naval forces in the Far East
had recently been strengthened by the addition of the battleships the "Prince
of Wales" and the "Repulse". Japanese fore, ~-, operating along the Chinese
coast adjacent to Hong Kong were constantly harassed by Chinese troops . In
the event of a Japanese attack on Hong Kong it was considered reasonable to
expect that the garrison could be relieved or evacuated from the sea by use of
combined_British and American naval forces . It was also not unreasonable to
expect some assistance from the landward side by the Chinese forces . A
telegram from Canadian military headquarters in London, dated October 26,
1941, stated that the Chinese Government had undertaken to attack the Japanese
in .the rear of Canton if the Japanese attacked Hong Kong, and were prepared
to use ten divisions for this effort . Canadian troops would not, therefore, be
placed beyond any possible hope of succour . The losses subsequently suffered
by the American fleet at Pearl Harbour on December 7, and the loss of the
Prince of Wales and the Repulse on December 8 radically altered the situation
and gave to the Japanese, for the time being, command of the China seas . The
possibility of early relief or evacuation of Hong Kong by sea disappeared .

But these events of December cannot, of course, invalidate the grounds
of the decision of the Canadian Government in September to accept a share
of the responsibility for strengthening the garrisons of the Pacific, as Australia
had accepted a share in strengthening the forces at Singapore : that the despatch
to Hong Kong of a reinforcement of one or two battalions would increase the
strength of the garrison out of all proportion to the numbers of the reinforce-
ments ; that it would have a powerful moral influence on the whole of the Far
East and thereby might have a sensible effect in mnintaining pence ; would
reassure the Chinese as to the British intention to hold Hong Kong ; would
give fresh evidence of the solidarity of the British Commonwealth ; that to
gain time was all important.

There was a good deal of discussion at the hearings touching political
changes in Japan which occurred a little more than a week before the expedi-
tion sailed . On October 16, Alatsuoka left office and Tojo became Premier . It
was known that Tojo was sympathetic with the Axis Powers and there was an
impression in Ottawa that his accession to power might increase the risk of
war in the Pacific . However, shortly after the Japanese cabinet change
information reached Ottawa to the effect that the Japanese policy of maintain-
ing peace in the Pacific was likely to be maintained . This view was confirined
on October 26, the day before the expedition sailed, in the message from Cana-
diau Military Headquarters in London already quoted . These expectations
were falsified by the events of December, but the messages would tend to quiet
any apprehension that might have arisen . I am satisfied that nothing occurred
between September 29 and Ociober 27 that would have furnished any cogent
re ason for the withdrawnl by Canada of the responsibility she had accepted .

Some communications between the Government of Canada and the Govern-
ment of the United Kingdom were placed in my hands for my personal perusal .
I am at. liberty to say that there is nothing in these communications which in
my opinion invalidates this view .

It was urged by 'Mr . Drew that the change of Government in Japan on
October 16 ought to have led the Canadian Government to reconsider its decision .
I am satisfied that the Canadian Government did not overlook the significance
of events in Japan and that they acted under the conviction that, having regard
to the situation as they were açquainted with it, there was nothing in these
events which would justify a departure from the . course they had decided upon .

It is, moreover, apparent that the considerations which in September
actuated the decision to send the expedition continued to operate with equal,
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and possibly increased, force up to the moment the expedition sailed on
October 27. A telegram from the War Office in England to National Defence
Hcadquarters in Ottawa, dated October. 30, 1941, which, by the consent of the
War Office, I am enabled to publish, rcàds as follows :-

We are very grateful to you for despatching your contingent to Hong
Kong at such short notice . We fully realize the ditficulties of mobilization
and of distance which have had to be overcome . The moral effect of their
arrival in November will be much greater than it would have been two
months later.

The rapidity with which events proceeded in the closing months of the
year 1941 must not be overlooked in assessing the responsibilities of statesmen
and soldiers in respect of measures taken in the light of information available
in Septe ►pber and October, and with reference to the probabilities as suggested
by such information . Statesmen and sold;ers can properly be held accountable
for a reasonably capable practical judgment as to such probabilities, but not
on the assumption that they must have had anterior knowledge of subsequent
cvents .

'l'hus, after examining all the evidence bearing on the question of the
authorization of the expedition, I can find no dereliction of duty or error in
judgment either on the part of the Government of Canada or of its military
advisers, in the decision to accept the proposal of the United Kingdom to send
a Canadian force to Hong Kong, and the despatch of the force pursuant to
that decision .



SECTION III-SELECTION OF THE i3ATTALIONS FOR THE
EXPEDITION

The Government of Canada having decided to comply with the request
of; the United Kingdom, it became necessar y to select the units that should
comprise the expeditionary force, which was officially known as Force "C". This
selection was made in accordance with the recommendation of the Chief of the
General Staff, GenerPl Crerar, on September 30, 1941, which received the approval
of the Minister of National Defence on October 9 . General Crerar recommended
the designation of the Royal Rifles of Canada, from Quebec, and the W innipeg
Grenadiers, from Manitoba. General Crerar accepted the sole responsibility
for advising the Government in respect of this recommendation, although his
conclusion was reached af :er full discussion with officers of the General Staff,
the General-Officer-Commanding the 4th Division, and with other ofïicers .
He says that the reasons upon which lie acted were those given by him in thé
document in which lie presented his recommendation to the Minister . I reproduce
this document textually. .

It should be stated that there were at the time in Canada 26 battalions
of infantry. These battalions had been mobilized at different times and had
reached various stages of training. Nine of them constituted the 4th Division
of the Canadian Active Army which was destined for service in Great Britain-
had been "earmarked" for service in the Canadian Corps, to use the expression
of General ricNaughton.

General Crerar's recommendation is as follo w s :-

The Minister Sept
. 30, 1941 .

1 . Pursuant to the recent decision of the Government to despatoh two
rifle battalions to Hong Kong, I have given consideration to the selection
of the units for this duty .

2 . As these units are going to a distant and important garrison where
they will be detached from other Canadian forces, a primary consideration
is that they should be efficient, well-trained battalions, capable of upholding
the credit of the Dominion in any circumstances .

3. Further,, in order to adhere to the principle of territorial repre-
sentation, I consider it most desirable that one unit should come from
Western Canada and the other from Eastern Canada .

4 . It would be possible to choose two battalions from the 4th Divi-
sion which would meet the above requirements, But I do not recommend
this course . The 4th Division has been constituted as a formation for
some considerable time . On purely military grounds it would be unsound
to disrupt it, if this can be avoided .

5. Further, I feel that anything which might be construed in the
minds of the public, or in the Army itself, as the beginning of a break-up
of this division would be certain to have an adverse reaction . I may
add that these are also the views of the G .O.C. 4th Division .

6 . Therefore, I consider the selection of units for Hong Kong should
be made from those -not forming part of the order-of-battle of the 4th
Division .

7 . This léaves for consideration the Infantry (Rifle) Battalions now
responsible for coast defence and those forming the three Brigades of the
6th Division, certain of which latter are only now mobilizing, are not
trained and must, therefore, be ruled out .
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8. While I do not recommend that the total number of Infantry
Battalions now allocated to coast defence duties should be reduced, it will
be satisfactory, from both the operational and training points of view, if
the responsibilities of two of these const• defence battalions were to be
undertaken, successively, by infantry units from the 4th Division and the
Brigade Groups of the Oth Division . This wc•uld reduce the number of
battalions now held in general (mobile) reserve from 13 battalions (4th
Division plus one Infantry Brigade of 6th Division) to 11 battalions, but
this number, in my opinion ; should be ample to meet any contingency which
may arise in Canada within the next six or more months .

9. After examining the problem from vaï ious aspects, I have come
to the conclusion that the most suitable selections from amongst the bat-
talions now on ~onst defence or in the 3 Infantry Brigade Groups of the 6th
Division would be :-

(a) The Royal Rifles of Canada-Quebee
(b) The Winnipeg Crenndiers-Winnipeg

10. As yott know, these units returned not long ago from duty in
Newfouncllnnd and the 11'c~;t Indies respectively . The duties which they
there carried out were not in many,respects unlike the task which awaits
the units to be sent to Hong Kong . The experience they have had will
therefore be of no smnll value to them in their new role . Both are units
of proven efficiency.

11 . In my opinion, the balance of argument favours the selection of
these two battalionz . I«•ould he very reluctant to allot them indefinitely to
a home defence role as the effect on their morale, following a period of
"scmi-oversens" responsibilities «•oul ► 1 be bound to,be adverse. The selec-
tion represents both Eastern and Western Canada . In the case of the
Royal Rifles, there is rlso the fact• that this battalion, while nominally
English-speaking, is actually drawn from a region overwhelmingly French-
;peakinfi in chnracter and contains an important proportion of Canadians
of French descent .

12 . 1 have spoken to the Adjutant-General and there are no adminis-
trative difficulties which should prevent the early movement of these two
battalions .

(Sgd .) H.D.G .C .

Jfn jor-Gcncral,
C.G.S .

It is convenient to quote here from the evidence given by General Crerar :-
In the light of s ituation in the Far East obtaining at that time, I

selected those particular battalions for the reason stated in my memo-
randum d a tecl September 30th .
And further :-

I have already referred to training ►tnd service which these two units
had undergone, and in their cases it was a few weeks refresher only which
was indicated .

General Crerar was better qualified than anyone else to advise the Gov-
ernment in respect to the composition of Force "C". He had at his command
all available sources of information as to the history, the training, and the
character of all ranks of the battalions available . He had complete knowledge
of the claims ( and their relative value) arising out of the necessities of home
defence and commitments overseas . He ful ly understood the military con-
siderations affecting t ' , e relative importance, for example, of maintaining and
strengthening our forces in Great Britain and maintaining sufficient reserves
for them. It is clear from the evidence of General 'McNaughton that he would
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have oppo sed, on military grounds, of course, with the utmost of his influence,
any withdra wal, for the expedition to Hong Kong, of any of the battalions
already "earmarked" for the Canadian Corps in Great Britain . It would be
the duty of the Chief of the General Staff to weigh all the cons ideration:
a ffecting the advisability of taking any unit from the 4th Division . Nobody was
in a better position to weigh such considerations . No one could be better
capable for forming an estimate of the effect of any given choice upon the
morale of the army as a whole, or of any particular part of it . While war with
Japan was not, he thought, imminent, lie realized that it was a contingency which
must be taken into account . He had, as we have seen, recent and authoritative
information respecting the situation in Hong Kong . In these circumstances he
said in his recommendation :-

2 . As these units are going to a distant and important garrison where
they will be detached from any other Canadian forces, a primary con-
sideration is that they should be eflïcient well-trained battalions, caprblc
of upholding the eredit. of the Dominion in any circumstances .

« . .

10 . As you know, these units returned not long ago from duty in
Newfoundland and the West Indies respectively . The duties which they
there carried out were not in many respects unlike the task which awaits
the units to be sent to Hong Kong. The experience they have had will
therefore be of no small value to them in their new role . Both are units
of proven efliciency .

The ~Iinister of National Defence received this recommendation from
General Crerar and discussed it with him . Colonel Ralston stated in evidence
that lie discussed only one point with General Crerar . As all units are anxious
to have an opportunity to serve outside Canada, and as the Roy'!l Rifles and
the Winnipeg Grenadiers had already had assignments to Newfoundland and the
West Indies, respectively, he asked for the opinion of General Crerar whether
the selection of these two battalions for a second turn of overseas dutv would
give other units in Canada a feeling that there was discrimination against them
and in favour of these two battalions . General Crerar thought, Colonel Ralston
says, that there were two sides to this question and "that these units, having
done dut,y abroad and having served well, were entitled to have this assign-
nient, and that it would make for the morale of the army that it be given to
them rather than that other units be selected and these two units re-assigned
to coast . defence duty in Canada " . The 'Minister of National Defence gave
his approval to the selection made by the Chief of the General Staff . I am
quite unable to understaud on what principle the 11linister of National Defence
is chargeable with error in judgment._in acting on the recommendation of the
Chief of the General Staff. I can perceive no ground upon which the propriety
of his decision to accept the advice of his professional adviser can be justly
criticized .

It is not without interest to mention that in discussing the selection of
these units with Colonel (now Brigadier) 'Macklin, of the General Staff, before
the formal recommendation was made, General Crerar observed to Colonel
Macklin, with regard to .them, " they have been half-wav to the waralready " .

It is well to emphasize that General Crerar laid it down as the funda-
mental condition of the selection of the units for this force that "they should
be efficient, well-trained battalions, capable of upholding the credit of the
Dominion in any circumstances " ; and his decision that they fulfilled that
condition is the basis of his recommendation . General Crerar was not merely
giving an opinion ; he was deciding upon a matter of fact, which it was his duty
as Chief of the General Staff to decide, for the purpose of making recommen- .
dation concerning the composition of this force, upon which lie expected the
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D,iinister to act and, in the result, kiew he was acting . Having regard to
General Crerar's special knowledge of all the considerations to be taken into
account, and his special qualifications for forming a judgment thereon~ there
is a most powerful presumption in favour of the correctness of his determination -
given in gbod faith and in the course of duty, to which it would be proper
to give effect in the absence ofEclear evidence of error . It is, howcver, as I
conceive it, my duty to examine the question of the propriety of the selections
and to consider the oral evidence and the documents produced .

I proceed, as required by the Order in Council, to examine in detail the history,
composition and training of the Royal Rifles and the Winnipeg Grenadiers . A
very large part of the evidence was directed to this subject . Much of the best
evidence was not available, as the olticcrs and men were all, unhappily, lost
at Ilong Kong . We are fortunately, however, in the position of having source,3
of information «•hich enable its to pronounce upon these matters with con-
fidence . There are the written records of the personnel and their training, the
reports of Inspectors-Gcneral, the evidence of officers who had served with them
and of others who had enjoycd -'opjiortunities of Aserving them in the course
of military duty . As regards the Royal Rifles, we have the evidence of
Brigadier rarnshaw, of Lieutenant-Colonel Berteau, and of Lieutenant-Colonel
Lanib, all of whom speak of this battalion from first hand intimate knowledge .
I shall refer to the testimony of General Crerar himself who inspected the unit
in the autw»n of 1940 and the early summer of 1941, and from personal
inspection formed his own opinion of it .

As regards the Winnipeg Grenadiers, we have the evidence of Brigadier
K av , who commanded the battalion from its mobilization in 1939 until June,
19I1 . There is the evidence of Brigadier Riley, the D .O.C . M.D . 10, and of
Lieutenant-Colonel Graham, as well as the evidence of General Bron•ne . There
is, further, the appreciation of General Crerar derived not only from an exam-
ination of the training reports but also from a full and "dctliled " report to
him upon the regiment by Brigadier Kay .

Before discussing the battalions in detail, it seems desirable to make a few
general remarks on the subject of military training in Canada . General super-
vision of military training in the Canadian army is vested in the Directorate
of Military Training at National Defence Headquarters . In September and
October, 1941, Colonel J . K. LaNvson was I)irector of \[ilitarv Training until
his appointment to command the expedition to Hong Kong with the rank of
Brigadier . His chief assistant in the I)irectorate was Lieutenant-Colonel
Sparling, an officer who has served at Headquarters in Ottawa and with the
Secrnnd Division in England during the present war .

When an infantry battalion is mobilized, it proceeds to train as a unit .
The officers of the battalion, directly and through their non-commissioned officers,
train the men under their command with the assistance of training pamphlets
and syllabi issued by National I)efence Headquarters. Training memoranda
are issued to all officers each month to supplement the training pamphlets and
keep them up to clate. Cadres of oflicers, warrant officers, and N.C.O's are
first given refresher courses and guidance in the instruction of their men . These
officers and N .C.O's are then assigned to sub-units and are charged with the
instruction of the en'.isted personnel within those sub-units . The first period
of training for the ealisted infantryman is mainly individual training designed
to prépare a soldier to take his place in a platoon or other unit, and embraces
such subjeçts as drill, physical training, first aid, marching, the mechanism,
use and care of the various weapons provided for infantry units, field-craft,
map reading, protection against gas, etc ., etc., etc . By systematic and con-
centrated training the subjects laid down in the syllabi for this course should
be completed in a period of sixteen weeks. I)uring this period the men are
organized in sections and are trained in section operations and individually at
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the saine, time . Training then proceeds at the platoon level for six weeks and
includes platoon operations in daylight and darkness, both of attack and
defence . ~The weld hig of several platoons into a company follows and the
prescribed training of a conipany as such extends over four weeks. A further
period of tour weeks is laid down for the training of the battalion as a unit.
During the éntire period of collective training it is sought to give the battalion
training in co-operation with other nrms, although the extent of such co-opera-
tive training must, of course, depend upon the available opportunities for
exercise with other units . The total period prescribed for individual and
collective training up to and including training at the battalion level is thus
thirty weeks . The working of this prescribed program in practice and the
results attained must depend on various factors, such as the skill and experience
of the officers, the availability of weapons for training purposes and the nature
and extent of the duties assigned to the unit during its training periods ,

When a battalion is placed in a division, either in Canada or in England,
an establishment for that battalion is created in one of the T aining Centres .
These Training Centres receive the recruits called out for tra+ i ' ng under the
National Resources Mobilization Act and may also receive nien who have
enlisted for active service with a unit already mobilized . Each man who enlists
for active service in the Canadian army becomes on enlistment a member of
a unit that has been mobilized . When a recruit enlists for active service in a
unit that is still in the process of recruiting and below its war establishment,
he immediately joins his unit and receives his training with it . When a .recruit
enlists for active service with a unit thai is already recruited to its full estab-
lishment,,as a rule lie proceeds to a Basic Training Centre and thence to an
Advanced Training Centre for his individual training . On completion of his
individual training, he is sent in a draft of reinforcement ., to his unit wherever
it may then be stationed. Courses of training at the Basic and Advanced
Training Centres are prescribed to cover items of individual training similar
to those laid down and already described for the training of a battalion . The
syllabus of training for a Basic Training Centre is designed to be completed in
eight weeks and that for an Advanced Training Centre in a further period of
eight weeks . The periods as prescribed are not, however, rigidly adhered to .
An individual soldier may, because of illness or other delays, require longer
than eight weeks to complete his training at either of the Training Centres .
On the other hand, periods of training may be shortened where the recruit has
had service with the reserve army, or with other armed forces .

As to the training of recruits in the Royal Rifles, Lt,-Col . Lamb says :-
Q . What • training did they get?-A . The procedure in the regiment

was this : When replacements arrived, irrespective of what .- training they
ever - had or where they came from they were put into what we call a ,
recruit squad . This squad was un4er supervision, apart from the C .O .,
of the Adjutant and one junior officer and the Regimental Sergeant Major
for training, and they carried out a period of six weeks' intensive training,
being relieved from all duties during that period . After that six weeks'
period they were posted to their respective companies .

Q. In that six weeks' period-you are familiar with this basic train-
ing course?-A. No, I am not; we do not get that in thé army .

Q. You are not familiar with it at all?-A. No.
Q. Then you • cannot say to what extent the recruits in that 'six

weeks' course had covered the ground set out'in Exhibit No . 95?-A. Yes .
Q. You can?-A . Yes, I can, by-comparison, because I have seen me n

who have had anything from four weeks' to six weeks' training in the Basic
Training Centre and I would like to say that one week or two at the most
of the training these men got in our own recruit squad would be - equivalent
to four or six weeks' training at the Basic Training Centres .
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A general rule has been in force since Auf,n ►st 18, 1940, relating to the
sending of reinforcements to units overseas . This rule requires the District
Officer Commanding to "ensure that reinforcements from C.A .S.F. Training
Centres are not sent overseas unless they have completed the full period of
training laid ► io«•n, without obtaining irior authority from N.D.H.Q." In
practice the exigencies of shipping and ot~ ► er considerations have at times made
it necessary to authorize the despatch of reinforec•ments overseas before the
prescribed training has been completed . The particular application of the above
rule to the Hong Kong force will be examined at a later stage in this Appendix .

Another matter of general procedure should be mentioned . \\'hen a battalion
has been moved from its district of origin to perform const defence duties in
Canada, or garrison duties in Nenfoundland or the West Indies, it may happer
that it has not been posted to one of the Canadian divisions . Such a non-
divisional unit has not establishment in any of the training centres from which
drafts of replacements can be supplied . In such a case the unit, on leaving its
own district, leaves behind at the district depot a recruiting wing . 'Men are
enlisted in the battalio n by this recruiting wing and are sent, on to the unit from
time to time. Certain forms of elementary training may be given at the district
depot but this varies w ith the weapons that may be available in particular
di s tricts .

Some evidence was given as to the relative merits of the training received
in Training Centres and that received by a trainee with his unit . Training in
the Training Centres has some advantages ; it can be planned on regular lines,
can be more easily supervised and recorded, an d can proceed w ith fewer inter-
ruptions from guard, fatigue and other duties . On the other hand, training with
an organized unit w ith competent officers and non-commissioned officers is
better calculnted to develop in the soldier of any rank certain e ssential qualities .
The individual training of the soldier in a battalion may proceed concurrently
w ith the collective training of sections, platoons and companies . All ranks have
an opportunity of knowing each other and from this knowledge acquiring
❑lutual con fidence ngninst the time of encountering an enemy . Several of the
oflicer. ; who gave evidence spoke in emphatic terms of the supreme value of
developing in all ranks the qualities of reciprocal loyalty and confidence and of a
spirit of solidarity w ithout which no battalion can reach the highest degree of
elliciency as a fighting unit . Where a man trains only w ith his battalion, his
training may be interrupted and delayed by the duties assigned to the bRttalion,
but, where these duties involve the protection of important outposts-such as
Newfoundland and the West Indies-against possible enemy atacks, the experi-
ence in performing such duties ar :? the consciousness of possible exposure to
enemy activities provide in themselves valuable training both for the individual
and the unit . Referring to the experience of the Ro yal Rifles in Newfoundland,
Lt .-Col . Lamb Qays :-

It was an unusual experience for training men, because we had quite
n number of alarms and scares down there, and the men began to realize
that anything might happen ; they showed a keen interest in `heir work
and it was easy to train them and a pleasure . They did up to 20-mile
route marches, bivouncing two or three days away, when they did their own
cooking and catering ; and by the time we left Newfoundland at the end
of August, 1941, I do not think I have seen a fitter bunch of men, taking
them all round .
With these preliminan• general remarks as to the militar y training in

Canada, we may now consider the two battalions in question .
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The Royal Rifles of Canada

The Royal Rifles of Canada were m1bilized July 8, 1940, at Quebec . Before
that the regiment was a reserve unit ►n the Non-Permanent Active M ilitia .
After mobilization the unit trained in the Quebec district and at Sussex, N .B .
In November and December, 1940, the battalion went to Newfoundland as
part of the Island's garrison . It returned to Canada in two parties on August
18 and 28, 1941, and late in September, 1941, took up coast defence duties at
St. John, N.B., where it remnined until it was warned for duty with the expedi-
tion to Hong Kong on October 9, 1941 .

The battalion was commanded throughout its active service by Lieutenant-
Colonel W . J . Home, ;\I .C., an experienced officer who served with distinction
in the war of 1914-18 and afterwards in the Permanent Force, and had exten-
sive experience in the training of troops in peace-time, as well as in war-time.
The second-in-conunand, 1\1ajor Price, is also an able, as well as an experi-
enced officer. All but six of the officers who went to Hong Kong had been w ith
the battalion since mobilization . General Crerar's testimony to his confidence in
Colonel Home and Major Price, as well as in the other officers of the battalion,
is quoted verbatim hereafter .

It was the settled practice in the battalion not to accept recruits unless
they had been inspected and accepted by the officer commanding, or some ofRcer
delegated for that purpose by him .

• Olücers who had either served with the Royal Rifles, or under whose obser-
vation the battalion had come in the course of military duty, gave evidence
as to its efficiency and training. The effect of their evidence can perhaps best
be summarized by quoting from a report written by the Acting Officer Com-
manding at Quebec (Lieutenant-Colonel Berteau) on September 15, 1941, after
the unit had returned from Ne wfoundland and before it was assigned to the
Hong . Kong force . The report strongly recommended that the Royal Rifles
should be included in an overseas formation and stated that "the unit is one
of the most efficient ever mobilized in this district, w ith a splendid type of
men, excellent N.C.O's, and a•ea-trained and most efficient officers" .

The training of the battalion began shortly after mobilization . Probably
because of the military experience of many of the officers and N .C.O's, the unit
was quickly organized and made rapid progress through the earlier stages of
training. Before leaving for Newfoundland its basic individuàl training had
been co ►mp leted . 'l'he training in Newfoundland is described in the written
training reports on file at Ottawa and in the evidence of the Officer Command-
ing in Ne w foundland in 194 1 (Brigadier Earnshaw), but principally by Lt .-Col .
Lamb, «ho commanded a company during the entire stay of the battalion in
Newfoundland, with the exception of five weeks when he was taking a course
at Kingston .

As was very clearly explained by Colonel Lamb, Canadian troops in
Newfoundland are not engaged in mere guard duties ; they are serving in a
potential theatre of war and their training is more intensive and varied than
that usually received in a training camp in Canzda . On arrival in 'Newfoundland
two companies of the battalion were assigned to duties at the Airport and t w o
companies performed duties at the harbour and airplane base . At the Airport
one company was engaged in manning the outposts ; the other in training ; the
two companies taking these duties from week to week alternately. At the
harbour and airplane base the duties consisted in protecting the harbour and
examining all incoming ships . At both these stations individual training of the
men continued in alternate weeks and the trainin g done, usually by small ,
groups, gave to both officers and men experience valuable in modern warfare .
Several witnesses mentior.ed the changing conditions of war ; in this war cften
small groups of men commanded by a junior officer operate in an isolated position
where the enemy is likely to appear from any direction . In this type of warfare
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it was suggested in evidence that the experience gained in manning outposts in
Newfoundland against possible enemy attack, by (lay or by night, would be
peculiarly valuable .

It may be observed that the supreme importance of having well-trained
platoon commanders was fully recognized in the last war . On July 29, 1918 a
little more than a week before lie launched his final offensive, Field "Marshal Air
Douglas Haig entered in his diary : "This is a platoon commander's war" .

in the slring, of 1941 the battalion moved to St . John's, Newfoundland, and
was there concentrated as a unit . To it ., seven defence localities were assigned
and defence schemes often involving the whole battalion were devised for each
locality . Several of these defence schemcb required in their execution co-
operation with units of the Newfoundland n.ilitia . The training reports give
evidence of the variety of training manoeuvret, which included tactical exercises
by two or more companies, night exercises, fitld exercises, training in fieldcraft
and section leading, stand-to alarms, etc ., etc .

The evidence establishes that the training received by the Royal Rifles in
Newfoundland was vigorously carried out, and rest Ited in the creation of a unit
at least as well-trained as other units in Canada in September, 1941 . Individual
training of the men was far advanced and their duties in Newfoundland improved
their health and physical stamina . Their collec'iva training up to and including
the battalion level was also well advanced . I quote the evidence of Brigadier
Earnshaw, the General-Otficer-Commanding in 'Newfoundland, but first I give
this observation with regard to the Royal Rifles by General Crerar :-

As regards statt of training of Royal Riucs, apart• from observations
of Commanders under whmn this unit served (General Elkins, Brigadier
h;arnshaw), I had advantage of personal visits and general inspection of this
unit at Sussex Canip, New Brunswick, in autumn uf 1940, and at St. John's
(Newfoundland) in early summer of 1941 . These personal inspections and
contacts gave me confidence in qualities and abilities of 0 . C. (Lieutenant-
Colonel Home), the Second-in-Command (7Major Price) and generally in
officers and men who comprised it .

Brigadier Earnshaw says :-
The Battalion was moved from that, portion of Newfoundland to Saint

John's, Newfoundland, I think from memory in April, and from then until
the time it left the battalion was concentrated together as a unit and had
with it its full n•ar-time scale of mechanical equipment, and during that
period it, had very few indeed what I class garrison duties, and was entirely
trev to carry out its operational role, which was in fact to be prepared to meet
an enemy landing or a move at St .. John's from any direction . The training
and preparation to fulfil that operational role was what it spent most of its
time on almost entirely training during that period .

Q . You said that the battalion had its full mechanical equipment .
What about other equipment, weapons?-A . Well, it had its full scale to the
extent to which they were available .

Q. Can we put it this way, that, it was fully equipped as a battalion in
all respects?-A. Yes, except, of course, that it did not have certain weapons,
but neit•her did any other battalion .

I proceed to discuss the weapon training the Royal Rifles had received at
the time of their designation as part of Force "C", that is to say, October 9th,
1941 .

The Royal Rifles had at all times their full share of rifles and bayonets, an
odequate supply of light machine guns (both Bren and Lewis) and pistols, and
their full scale of transport vehicles . They had one 2" r.iortar for instructional
purposes ; but with this exception, they had no 2" mortars, or anti-tank rifles . In
this respeet they were in the same case as Canadian battalions generally, although,
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as we shall see, the Winnipeg Grenadiers had available for instruction in training
while in Jamaica a number of anti-tank rifles . The unit had from April, 1941
its full complement of 3" mortars, according to the scale which governed at the
time, that is to say, two for the battalion, which were in the hands of the mortar
platoon of the headquarters company, the commander and sergeant of which had
taken a special course at the Long Branch School . They had, therefbre,
opportunities for training in this arm not possessed by Canadian battalions
generally . The 3" mortar was included in all the defence schemes and counter-
attack schemes in the 7 defence districts in the vicinity of St . John's . The full
issue of 2" mortars was received by the unit when being equipped for the Hong
Kong expedition . Four Thompson sub-machine guns (the Tommy-gun, so-
called ) reached the battalion at St . John's, one month before its departure from
Newfoundland . The officers and non-commissioned officers were fully instructed
in tl e nu .0h, ► n6ni and u se of it : One gun was given to each company .
Ammunition both for the 3" mortars, as well as for the tommy-gun, was lacking .
There were no live grenades in Newfoundland for practice purposes and training
in grenade throwing was done with dummy grenades .

It is convenient here to quote textually sonie passages of the evidence of
Lt.-Col .. Sparling, of the Directorate of Military Training, an officer competent
to speak upon this subject and whose evidence I accept.:-

Q. And you went on to explain that there were certa i ,i weapons they did
not have, but you said also, I understood, and I wondered if I correctly
understood you there, that other units had not these iveapons?- -A . No, my
lord . For example, none of them had 2" mortars, and neither did these two
units. -

Q. I merely want, to understand you . None of them had 2" mortars
and none of them had the Boys anti-tank guns?-A . There were very few
of those, my lord . For instance, the W innipeg Grenadiers at that time had
4 ; the Royal Rifles had none. There was one issued as a pool wea pon in
Ne«•foundÎand for pa ssing around amongst the units in Newfoundland .

Q. I«•onder if it would no t be more convenient if you took the units
individually instead of dealing with them both together . . . . . . ., Or perhaps
you were dealing with them in that way? . . . . . . . . The situation is not identical?
-A . It is not quite identical in that the Royal Rifles had been able to carry
out their annual classification during 1941, whereas the Winnipeg Grenadiers
up to the time they arrived back had not been able actually to carry out
their firing practice ; but in so far as such things as tests of clementary
training are •concerned they had full o pportunity for that because the test
for elementary training does not include range practice . And there is one
minor point there, namely, tha t the Winnipeg Grenadiers (lid not have
dummy grenades, whereas the Royal Rifles and other units had dummy
grenades .

Q. I)oes that properly describe the situation as' regard these two
bat talions?-A . Yes. In my opinion those two were up to the standard
of the other units in the country.

Q. As well trained as any other unit?-A . Yes .

These passages apply to the Winnipeg rUenadiers as well as to the Royal
Rifles . They show that the Royal Rifles were privileged in comnarison with other
Canadian battalions in respect of 3" mortars and, as already mentioned, had
opportunities of training in that weapon (Ionie([ to Canadian battalions generally,
while the Winnipeg Grenadiers were privileged in like man ner in respect of
the Boys anti-tank rifle.

There are 867 rifles and 50 Bren guns prescribed for issue to an infantry
battalion, the ammunition for the Bren gun being the same as that for the
rifle . This would in fact and practice be the normal equipment of such a b a ttalion
in Canada . The Royal Rifles were fully equipped with Bren guns, rifles and
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bayonets prior to their departure for Newfoundland . I accept the evidence of
Colonel -Lamb- that- the regiment was -fully trained and practised (including
range practice) in the use of these weapons .

Practice in firing the Tommy-gun was not possible to Canadian battalions
before October, 1941, as they have only recently been equipped with them .
There are 42 Tonuuy-guns in the establishment of a battalion . This gun is a
useful weapon-for close fighting . It is simple to understand and use .

The anti-tank rifle is a high velocity, single shot rifle capable of firing armour-
piercing bullets . In general, in its mechanism and use, it is similar to an ordinary
rifle . There are now 25 anti-tank rifles in the establishment of a battalion ; these
are carried and intended to be used by the headquarters personnel of each platoon
and by various platoons of the headquarters company . Until recently, this
weapon and its amuunition have not been available to Canadian units .

As to the grenade, or 'Mills bomb, I am satisfied, on the evidence, that a
soldier practised in the use of "dummy" bombs (which are smiilar in all re spect s
to "live" bciinbs, except that they contain no charge of high explosive) would
be capable of effectively using "live" borobs in actual operation-3 . Training both
in Canada and in England in fact is given with the "thinnny" bomb and "live"
bombs are reserved for use against the enemy .

Speaking generally, the Royal Rifles had no firing practice with the Tommy=
gun, nor had they been trained in the mechanism and use of the anti-tank
rifle, but the evidence satisfies ine that soldiers completely trained and practised
in the rifle and Bren gun could quickly niaster both the anti-tank rifle and the
Touuny-gun. They were fully trained in the mechanism and use (tactical
and otherwise) of the 3" mortar . They had only one 2" mortar for one month
for instructional purposes, but again I am s :ttisficd, iroin the evidence, that
from their knowledge and training in other weapons they could quickly master
the 2" mortar.

The Winnipeg Genadiers were mobilized as a machine gun battalion at
Winnipeg on September 1, 1939, _ at the outbreak of the present war . Before
mobilization the regiment was it reserve unit in the Non-Permanent Active
Militia . The regiment trained in Winnipeg during the auhuun and winter of
1939-40. In the spring of 1940 it was assigncA to garrison duties in the West
Indies, relieving an Imperial Army battalion stationed there . The battalion
reached the West Indies late in May and early in June, 1940, and remained
there on duty for more than a year . It returned to Canada in three flights on
the 9th of September, 1941, 21st September, 1941, and 8th October, 1941 .
Almost immediately it was warned for duty overseas .

At the time of mobilization and until June, 1941, the battalion was com-
nianded by Lieutenant-Colonel O . M. M. Kay, who is now attached to
National Defence Headquarters at Ottawa with the rank of Brigadier . Lt .-Col .
Kay was succeed in command of the regiment in Tune, 1941, by Lieutenant-
Colonel J . L. R . Sutcliffe, who oad been second-in-comniand from the date of
mobilization . Colonel Sutcliffe, who went with his regiment to Hong Kong, was
an experienced officer who served in several theatres of war in the last World
11'ar . I had the advantage of hearing, the evidence of Brigadier Kay, who was
able to give a full description of the character and training of the Winnipeg
Grenadiers while they were under his command prior to June, 1941 . Brigadier
Kay says :-

The officers all knew one another and had known one another and
worked together for a period of not one year but three or four years . The
N.C.O's were known by all. of the officers and were old reliable trained
N.C.O .'s . Working in a gairison where you worked in small groups, the
men are in constant contact with the N.C.O.',,, and the N .C.O. and the
officer knows the capability of every man he has . Individually if they
worked and were known well together, and they worked in small geouhs wel,l
they would work well in a mass .
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He said, speaking from his knowledge of the training and state of efficiency
at which the battalion had arrived in the sünirirocr of 1941 ; that it wns fit for dût.yat Hong Kong .

All of the officers, save one, had been peace-titne ofitcers ; and a number of
them had seen service overseas in the last war . A large percentage of the N.C.O's
had been in the battalion when it was a reserve unit and had come into the active
service battalion on mobilization . Brigadier Kay says his officers were capable
and that they and the N .C.O's were well-trained. Over fifty per cent of the rank
and file had been in the reserve battalion and enlisted on mobilization and many
of the men came from the northern mining districts of Manitoba .

General Crerar says :--
As regards Winnipeg Grenadiers, I had studied the periodic training

reports on this unit while in the West Indies, forwarded by its O .C., which
indicated that within the pre-occupation of its garrison duties, it was
successfully progressing in its tactical and weapons training . I also had
first hand infor7nation furnished by its O.C., Lietttenan~-Colonel Kay, who
reported to Ottawa in the summer of 1941 to take up appointment as
D.A.G. Lieutenant-Colonel Kay then informed me that his unit was ready
and restless for more active service, and expressed the hope that it would
not be brought back to Canada in the meantime . I advised Lieutenant-
Colonel Kay at that time that my reason for return of Winnipeg Grena-
diers to Canada was that while it was probably quite fit for garrison respon-
sibilities it would be desirable to give it a short period of unit and refresher
training before embodying it in field formations, destined for overseas .
As this unit had been mobilized for two years, had experienced and

-successfttlly undertaken more independent responsibilities than any other
unit in Canada, .had been favourably reported upon to me in some detail
by its late C.O., Brigadier Kay, its general fitness for active service after
a short period of refresher training was r ;pecially indicated .

'The evidence leaves no doubt in my mind that the confidence of the Chief
of the General Staff in the personnel of officers, N .C.O's and men was well
founded . _

This battalion having been mobilized as a machine gun battalion, its estab-
lishment differed from that of an infantry battalion. During the autunin and
winter of 1939-40 it trained as a machine gun battalion using the Vickers
machine gun as its principal weapon . The training was carried out in a
progressive manner on a syllabus of training prepared by the General Staff
Officer of Military District No. 10, and under his observation . By May, 1940,
the battalion had done its individual, section, platoon and company training .
During that period also the anti-aircraft platoon of the headquarters company
trained with the Lewis machine gun . The baFtalion also had two anti-tank rifles
for training purposes and was equipped with rifles and revolvers . Individual
training with rifles had been completed . Prior to May, 1940, the training with
these weapons did not include firing at outdoor ranges .

On May 13, 1940, the battalion was inspected by an Inspector-General,
who reported that at that time the F ~nior officers were all good, with one exception,
who was said to he fair. The junior officers "are of good type-good education-
all qualified and reported as satisfactory" . The non-commissioned officers were
"all of good type-well qualified and reported on as efficient-above average" .
The rank and file were "good class-excellent physique-have made very good
progress in training" .

With regard to musketry, this report states that all the battalion had fired
Part I on the miniature range but had-not fired their classification with servies
rifles . The anti-aircraft platoon had fired its 26-yard classification, with the
light machiné gun and about 600 men had fired Parts 3 to 5 with the Vickers
gun, 400 qualifying as 1st and 2nd class shots . With regard to this, the report
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shows that the battalion had been issued approximately 18,000 rounds of 1910
ammunit.iou. The poor quality of the ammunition accounted, in the opinion
of the commnnding officer, for the fact that more did not qualify . The report
goes on to state that three machine gun schools had been conducted, with good
results, and, amongst other things, good progress had been made in map reading,
field work and bayonet fighting . The Inspector-General's report concludes
w ith the s e words : "This unit is well organized, well disciplined and ha,; made
a good ad vance in training . A very good unit" .

The report on training made by the commanding officer and referred to in
the Inspector-General's report states : "A11 personnel have been taught to use
the rifle and carried out T .O.E.T. ( 'l'e~ts of E lementary Training) . All of
effective personnel have fired Part. I (a) and ( b) M iniature Range instruction
with the • 22 rifle . No actual classification with the • 303 has ben done yet ."
W ith regard to the lit ;ht : machine gun, the commanding oflicer reports : "The
A.A. (anti-aircraft) platoon have been thoroughly trained w ith the Lewis gun .
All ranks have fired the 25-vard classification. An additional 8 men per
company are now being trained in the use of the .Lewis gun as an A .A . weapon" .
With regard to the Bren gun, it is stated that : "These guns not being avail able,
training in accordance with S .A .T . Vol . I, Pamphlet 4, could not be carried out,
but lectures 1n mechanism have been given w ith the aid of charts" . With regard
to bayonet training, the-report statcs : "All effective ranks in H.Q. and Machine
(;un Companies have been thoroughly trained in the use of the bayonet" .
As to tue anti-tank- ►~ifie : "All personnel required to be trained in the use of the
Anti-Tank Rifle have been trained up and including T.O.E .T. As there is no
ammunition for this «•eapon, no actual firing of the gun has been possible" .
The commanding officer states, among other things, that : "The interest and
enthusinsm of the troops is high . . . The degree of efficiency re machine
gun training is very satisfactory ." Before the battalion left for the West Indies
380 of the men had fired Parts 1 and 11 Qf the rifle classification at the St. Charles
Ranges at Winnipeg.

In May, 1940, the twit, was changed fi•oni a machine gun to a rifle battalion
and was warned for duty in the West Indies . This involved a reduction in
strength to that of a garrison battalion . On leaving for the West. Indies the
battalion was fully equipped w ith rifles and bayonets ; it- had 16 Lewis guns,
4 Bren guns, and 4 anti-tank rifles . On arrival in the West Indies it received
5 additional Bren guns . In the spring of 19 4 1 two 3-inch mortars were received
and one Thonipson sub-rnachine gun w as obtained on loan from the Imperial
forces . The battalion remained on the reduced 'establishment until the spring
of 1941 . It, was then advanced to the higher infantry establishment and some
-but not a ll-of the additional men required by the higher establishment were
sent to the West. Indies from Canada .

The West Indies island (where the battalion was stationed has been an
Imperial garrison-post for more than one hundred years . It is a niountainous
island, haviag two military stations-one at . . and the other at

The W innipeg Grenadiers made up practically the entire garrison
of the island and were charged with the duty of providing internal security, aid
to the civil authorities, and the protection of the island against attack from
out8ide . One company was stationed at all times at . . ., and had
very little in the way of garrison duties to perform. It was therefore able to
spend practically all its- time in training . Because of the mountainous terrain,_
the training was mainly individual, section, and platoon training and the time,--
was spent in practising mountain warfare . The troops also carried out platoôn
and company tactical schemes ..

At . . . . . the battalion had heavy garrison duties to perform .
These comprised the staffing and guarding of an internment oanip, the guarding
of detention barracks, and the providing- of ship guards on incoming and out-
going vessels in the harbour . The personnel- not occupied in guard or regi-
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mental duties were given individual training in bayonet fighting, the mechanism
and employment of the Bren and Lewis _light_ machine guns and the anti-tank
rifle, stalking, the use of cover, fighting patrols and the building of road blocks .
In addition to its defence duties, the garrison at . was required to
ha v'e one company available at 'all times on 30 minutes' notice, under the
defence scheme of the isl and as laid down by the 1Var Office .

According to the evidence of Brigadier Kay, the battalion, while - in the
West Indies acquired a thorough knowledge of the use of rifles, bayonets, Bren
guns, Lewis _ <<u n

s and the anti-tank rifle, and this applies to all ranks . A ll
were trained in bayonet fighting and practised constantly . During Brigadier
Kay's tenure, ammunition was not available for firing practice, but only for
use'se against an ene my, but 70 additional men had fired l'arts I and II classi-
fication while in the West Indies, before the battalion returned to Winnipeg . _On
the battalion's return to Winnipeg in October, 1941, and after it had been
warned for duty at Hong Kong, the St . Charles Ranges were set aside for the
unit for one week and some 600 fired a course w ith rifles- at various ranges
using various types of targets .

According to a report made by Colonel Sutcliffe on October 6, 1941, all
elementary training in musketry had been completed ni~d refresher courses taken .
With regard to the Bren and Lewis guns, the mechanism, drill and t actical
handling of the guns had been thoroughly covered by the rifle com panies and
the nnti_aircr aft platoon, while the remainder of the personnel had been given
elementary training . No range practice had been done with these weapons .
The mechanism, drill and a limited amount of "tactical handling" of the
Thompson sub-machine gun had been taught, only one of these guns, according
to Colonel Sutcliffe, being available to the battalion in the West Indies .

Colonel Sutcliffe also says that no training was done with either the 2-inch
or 3-inch mortar, as 2-inch mortars were not available and the 3-inch mortars
were only received just prior to leaving the West Indies . Colonel Sutcliffe
appears to be mistaken w ith regard to the 3-inch mortar s , as two of these
weapons were issued to the battalion in February, 1941, and Brigadier Kay
says that , the battalion had these mortars and that . a large percentage of the
men were trained in the stripping, assembling and tactical handling of the
mortar, but not in its actual firing .

Colonel Sutcliffe also appears to be mistaken in his statement that only
one Thompson sub-machine gun was - available, as in a report signed by him
and dated July 14, 1941, he says : "Arrangements were made to-borrow two
Thompson sub-machine guns from Ordnance . Thesn are now on hand and
instruction has commenced." In a report by Colonel Sutcliffe a week later he
says : " Classes on the Thompson sub-machine gun have commenced ( in spare
time) and are being enthusiastically attended . "

With regard to the a .Ai-tank rifle, Colonel Sutcliffe says the mechanism,
drill and tactical handling had been completed, but no range work had been
done, and that there had been no training with grenades .

He also says that most of the rifle company personnel and portions of the
headquarters company had been instructed in field-craft and had carried out
practical training, and that anti-gas training had been carried out regularly
and thoroughly .

With regard to the seventy-five recruits who had joined the battalion in
the West Indies, Colonel Sutcliffe reports that at that time they had received
no basic training at all . He also appears to have been mistaken with regard
to this, as the records of the men concerned show that they spent five weeks at
a Basic Training Centre before going to the West Indies . He says, however,
these men in the West Indies had been given a full basic training course, having
reached their sixth «•eek before embarkation for Canada, and training was to
be continued .
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With regard to the anti-aircraft platoon, lie says it had been fully instructed
in mechanism, drill and tactical handling of both the Lewis and Bren guns, but
no firing had been (lone .

These are the main features of Colonel Sutcliffe's report . In concluding
he says, in speaking of his battalion :-

Their many and varied duties did, however, furnish both the Officers
and 0.11's with a- far more extensive general training than this report would
indicate. In the matter of drill and general deportment their standard
is .high, and in spite of the many months (15 1` in all) of-monotonous duties,
during which time they had no leave, the morale, discipline, and esprit
de corps have been maintained at a very high level .

To such a body of men which had been mobilized for practically two years,
one can apply with confidence the evidence of General Stuart, the present
Chief of the General Staff :

A. That is a point that has been concerning me with respect to most of
the evidence I have heard . I feel that the evidence I have heard so far has
been trying to l;ring out just the condition of the battallon8, and chiefly
the Winnipeg Grenadiers in respect to their individual and sub-unit training .

Q. Undoubtedly the emphasis has been placed on that?-A . All the
way through, sir . Now, that is only part of the training of a unit, my
lord ; that is superficial . 1Vhat takes a lengthy time in training a unit is
giving the unit something like character, and perhaps the best way I can
explain it is this . . .

Q. Individuality and character?-A . Collective character . The train-
ing is broken up into three components ; the first component is the moral
component ; the second component is the mental component ; and the third
component is the physical component . And of those three I put far and
away the greatest. weight on the moral component .

As to the moral component, it is trtte it is an indirect approaéh, but
nevertheless there are certain characteristics_ that we try to develop in the
individual : First of all, loyalty ; secondly, confidence . By loyalty I mean
loyalty to tho e working with him, to those under him, and to those above
him. As to confidence, the same : determination, sense of duty, moral
courage. Give me a unit that has got those attributes, and I could whack
it into shape in no time. I

Q. There was a favourite phrase years ago that seems to have gone
out of fashion, namely, esprit de corps?-A . Absolutely ; I am cotning to
that, sir . You may say that the summation of those moral character-
istics is what is commonly referred to as morale .

Q. l'es.-A. Now, on the mental side you have . got judgment, con-
stant mental alertness, readiness to accept responsibility .

Q. Yes.-A. Then on the physical side you have the need to develop a
healthy body that can give effect to the great demands on the spirit and
on the mind. Every single thing that a unit does is an indirect approach to
the development of those various characteristics . I do not care what it
is . That is why I, in the early days of the war used to lose patience with
people who would come into my office and complain : "What can we do
when we have not got equipment?" Even if they have no equipment they
can get the really hard and difficult part_ of the training donè without it .
Those are- the most_ difficult things to accomplish, and take the greatest
length of time. I maintain that if they are brought out on the moral
side and the mental side, these alleged shortcomings that we have heard
about, which are all very simple and do not take very long to adjust,
can be adjusted ; and I am quite convinced they could have been adjusted
in this particular case in the time that was available to them .
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Now, what are the requirements . In respect to those two units,
they had experienced commanders ; they were well officered ; as far as I
knew they did the job that they were on t' oroughly and well . All right,
if they did their job well and there were no complaints about it, those
characteristics that I have been talking about must have been developed .
In other words, they were good units, well tried units, and if that is so
it is more than 75 per cent of the battle .

Q. Then your opinion is, from what you have said, that any weapon
training or anything of that sort that these units may have been short
in as laid down in the books, could have been made up prior to the 8th
December?-A . I not only think it, I knpw it .

For some considerable time since the outbreak of war in 1939 Canada has
beensending troops to Fngland, .and since June, 1940, England has been under
direct threat of invasion. In October, 1941, there was no war in the Pacific .
Speaking of the troops sent to England from June to September, 1940, Lt .-Col .
Sparling, Staff Officer in the Directorate of lMilitary Training at National
Defence Headquarters who had gone overseas with the Second Canadian
Division, said that in his opinion the training of both the Royal Rifles and the
Winnipeg Grenadiers was far ahead of the units of thè Second Division at the
time they proceeded overseas . In speaking of the two battalions in question in
comparison with other battalions in Canada in September, 1941, Colonel Sparling
said that, from an examination of the training reports, they were the equal of any
other unit,. It is to be borne in mind that these battalions had an advantage
over other battalions in Canada in the experience which they respectively had in
Newfoundland and the West Indies, not enjoyed by battalions which had not
been out of the country ; and it seems proper to call attention to the fact that
both these battalions had enjoyed the advantage of having virtually the same
men, trained by the same officers and N .C.O's for a long period overseas .

General Crerar had knowledge of the equipment and state of training of the
units in the Canadian army . He says :-=

d

Detailed statement of supplies and issues of weapons and equipment to
units of Canadian army, and also of state of their training, were prepared
monthly under the direction of the Vice Chief of the General Staff, copies of
which came to me.

He further says, as regards these units :-

To the best of my knowledge and experience, however, no battalions of
any army, even if fully equipped, can ever be regarded as completely trained .
Training is an unceasing process . There were, however, in Canada at the
time in question a number of battalions (among which were Royal Rifles and
Winnipeg Grenadiers) which, although sômewhat handicapped by lack of
supplies of certain platoon weapons (mortars and anti-tank rifles) in my
opinion 'were generally adequately trained to undertake defensive respon-
sibilities such those in prospect in Hong Kong .

It should be recalled that General Crerar had personal knowledge of the
Royal Rifles as the result of two inspections, one in the autumn of 1940 and one
in the early summer of 1941, as lie m ntions in his evidence ; and that he had first
hand knowledge of the Winnipeg Gradiers front his interviews with Brigadier
Kay, as he also mentions in his evidence . This knowledge led him to believe,
as he states in his recommendation, that the experience of these battalions in
Newfoundland and the West Indies respectively would be of "no small value"
to them in their new role in Hong Kong . It was evidently General Crerar's
opinion that these two battalions were specially qualified to adopt them:elves to
the conditions awaiting them in Hong Kong . He says :-
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A s I have previously stated, the training of a unit or formation is never
completed . For instance neither G .O.C. First Canadian Division, nor myself,
would admit that First Canadian Division which has trained vigorously for
two years, and clements of which have partaken in actual operations, is as
fit to niect enemy as we would wish it . There is always room for improve-
inent. On the other hand, as a general statement, with information at my
disposal concerning units of Force "C" and knowing professional ability and
character of Commanding Officer, Brigadier Lawson, I would say that Force
"C'' was certainly fit to meet an attacking force, even in superior numbers,
and to give a fine account of itself by I)ccember 8, 1941 .

A telegram from Colonel Sutcliffe, dated I)ecemher 22, lends confirmation
to General Crerar's judgment . Colonel Sutcliffe, who was at this time evidently
in command following the death of Brigadier Lawson and Colonel Hennessy,
-s avs :-

"Troops have done magnificent work . Spirit excellent ."

After reviewing in light of the evidence the considerations which it was the
duty of General Crerar to weigh, I arrive at a clear opinion that I could not
justify a declaration that he was «•rong in his decision to recommend the
selection of these two battalions . Another Chief of the General Staff in the same
circumstances might perhaps not unreasonably have take another view . But I
think the balance of practical considerations favoured the course actually taken .
There is, therefore, no good ground for imputing to General Crerar, in the matter
of the selection of the bnttalions to compose the expeditionary force, any error
iu .juilgment, much less any dereliction of duty .



SECTION IV-ADDITIONS TO THE STRENGTH OF TIIE TWO
BATTALION S

The higher rifle establishment for it Canadian infantry battalion provide s
for 34 officers and 773 other ranks-a total of 807 for all ranks . 'File "first
reinforcements" for a battalion consist of 6 officers and 150 other ranks-a total
of 156 for all ranks . Thus, a battalion w ith its "first reinforcements" comprises
40 officers and 923 other ranks--a total complement of 96 3 .

"First reinforcements" for a battalion in the field are usually left at the
battalion depot behind the lines , and do not, immediately become part of the
fighting strength of the unit . They are intended to be available to make good
the loacs that the batta lion may suffer from casualties and illness . When a
battalion proceeds o verseas, particularly to a station as far distant as I-long
Kong, it, frequently happens that the "first reinforcements" accompany the
unit . Early in the preparation of the Hong Kong expedition, the question
aro s c whether "first reinforcements" should accompany the Royal Rifles an d
the W innipeg Grenadiers to Hong Kong . An inquiry was directed, through
Canadian llilit3ry Headquarters in London, to the War Office, and the advice
was received that the Canadian battalions should take w ith them their "first
reinforcements ." It was accordingly necessary to add a number of officers
and men to both units--

A further inquiry was sent by National Defence Headquarters in Ottawa
to the War Office respecting medical categories . The War Office replied that
men could be taken do wn to and including the Canadinn medical cate gory
C2. In fact, the medical rating of those included in the force did not go
below 131 and may not have included any men even in that matcgorv . But
the statement of acceptable medical categories from the War Office is not with-
out significance as indicating the view of the War Office as to the nature of
the task that was being undertaken . This statement -points to an expectation
at the War Office that the Canadian reinforcements would be employed in
garrison duties .

At. the time of selection, the Royal Rifles were slightly over strength : The
Winnipeg Grenadiers, who had just returned from the West Indies, were under
full strength by more than 100 men . To bring both battalions up to strength
136 men were required, in addition to 300 for first reinforcements . In obtaining
these men there were two conditioning factors-rapidity and secrecy . Between
thé time the battalions were warned for service overseas (on October 9) and
the time the expedition sailed (on October 27) there was an interval of only
eighteen (lays, less embarkation leave, in which every one of these volunteers
must be recruited, medically examined, completely re-outfitted and transported
to Vancouver . The necessity for maintaining the most complete secrecy strictly
limited the field of recruiting . Only the officers commanding the two battalions
knew that their destination was Hong Kong. To aid in preserving this secrecy,
it was necessary to obtain recruits from as few localities as possible .

The men added to the strength of the two bat.talions volunteers for service,
knowing . only that the units had been selected for active service overseas in a
semi-tropical country . The policy of taking only volunteers was deliberately
adopted . Although all men in the active army had enlisted for service overseas
and the Government, accordingly, had legal power to send them overseas with-
out asking their consent, yct•, as has already been explained, when a man
enlists in the Canadian army lie enlists in a particular tmi t and there is a
convention that he is not transferred to another without his consent, in th e
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nbsence, at all events, of some over-riding necessity . This convention is so well
recognized that disregard of it might possibly be considered as in the nature
of a breach of faith .

The responsibility of securing the necessary replacements, as well as the
"first reinforcements," belonged to the Adjutant-General's Department . The
task was in the hands of Colonel Y . Hennessy, the Director of Organization
in the Adjtttirnt-General's Department, who afterwaids became .the senior admin-
istrative officer of the Hong Kong expeditionary force . Under his immediate
direction additions to the Royal Rifles were obtained from Military District
No. 2, With headquarters in Toronto, and additions to the Winnipeg Grenadiers
were obtained from \tilitAry District No . 10, with headquarters in Winnipeg .
Colonel Hennessy was an officer of great experience and lie was, of course, most
anxious to obtain the best men possible for the expedition of which lie was
to be second-111-command .

There were added (150 as first reinforcements) to the Royal Rifles 154
men from 'Military District No . 2, of whom 52 came from the llidland Rcgi-
ment, 15 from Advanced Training Centre No. 10 at Camp Borden ; and 87 from
Advanced Training Centre No . 11, also at Camp Borden . To the Winnipeg
Grenadiers were added (156 as first reinfor~cments) 282 men and 12 officers ;
of these the 12 ofiicers and 189 men came from Advanced Training Centre No . 15
at Winnipeg, 30 men from the Advanced (Machine Gun) Training Centre at
Dundern, Saskatchewan, 40 from the No. 10 District Depot• at Winnipeg (includ-
ing 23 men formerly on the strength of the 18th Reconnaissance Battalion), and
23 men from the Basic Training Centre at Portage la Priiirie .

Additione to the Royal Rifles

On October 16, Colonel Hennessy spoke by long distance telephone to the
Commandant. at Camp Borden (Brigadier-General McCuaig) and asked him
to obtain, if possible, 150 volunteers from A10 and All Infantry . (Advanced)
Training Centres for transfer to the Royal Rifles of Canada which was proceeding
to sèrvice outside Canada. General McCuaig instructed the officers commanding
the training centres to ascertain what volunteers could be obtained at their
several centres . Fifteen men volunteered from A10 and All . General McCuaig
then advised the Officer Commanding Military District No. 2 at Toronto (Major-
General C . F. Constantine) that approximately 100 volunteers were available
from the centres at Camp Borden . General Constantine then made arrange-
ments to obtain 52 volunteers from the "Midland Regiment, which was then
stationed at. Niagara and was over strength . A few hours later, General Con-
stantine was advised that the desired number of men from the lfidland Regiment
had volunteered, and lie so advised Colonel Hennessy .

In this way 154 men-102 from Camp Borden and 52 from the Midland
Regiment-tvere transferred to the Royal Rifles and proceeded with that unit
to Hong Kong. These men were sent to the District Depot at - Toronto on
October 18th and were, there medically examined, inoculated and re-equipped
with new uniforms and personal equipment . They were granted leave until
October 23rd when they entrained at Toronto and joined the Royal Rifles
while en route to Vancouver . The details of the procedure followed in obtain-
ing these men were discussed-with Colonel Hennessy .

Colonel Hennessy -reported to i4lnjor-General Browne, the Adjutant-
General, that lie w,-.s obtaining 52 nhen from the Midland Regiment and 102
from Camp Borden, and both Genet al Browne 'and Colonel Hennessy expressed
themselves as gratified in their ge,id fortune in obtaining these men from these
sources, and took steps to assure that, places were made for them in the expedi-
tionarv force .
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On October 22 two officers and three sergeants from the Royal Rifles,
representing Lt .-Col . Home, the officer commanding the regiment, came to
Toronto and checked over the documents of each of the 154 men . These docu- -
ments disclosed the particulars of service of each of the men . On October 23,
the men were paraded and all details were finally checked . Thé two officers
from the Royal Rifles expressed themselves as well satisfied with the volunteers
provided by Military District No. 2 .

The Midland Regiment was organized in July, 1940, and was recruited in
the counties of Northumberland, Durham, Victoria and Haliburton in Ontario .
The several companies of the regiment were stationed in various towns and
cities of eastern Ontario until January, 1941, When the regiment moved to
barracks in Ottawa where it remained until April, 1941 . It then undertook
duties in the defence of coastal and other vital points within Canada .

All the 52 men from the Midland Regiment who volunteered for the Hong
Kong expedition had joined that regiment prior to March, 1941. All these men,
therefore, had at least six months training with their unit before embarking
for Hong Kong, while a great many of them had probably a full year's train-
ing. Accô~dingly, some idea of their state of training may be formed by a
reference to the training and qualifications of this regiment as a whole . On this
topic, I had the evidence of the officer who has commanded this unit since
October, 1940, and also the evidence of the officer in charge of training in
Military District No . 3 (Colonel Grant), who had the regiment under his
observation from October, 1940, until April, 1941 . There was also produced
an inspection report, dated February 20, 1940, dealing with the Midland Regi-
ment, by an Inspector-General, and the evidence of General Browne of the
result of his observation, as Adjutant-General, of the unit covering the period
in 1941 when it was stationed at Ottawa.

From this evidence, I have reached the conclusion that the Midland Regi-
nient is and was in October, 1941, an efficient, well-trained unit . The Officer
Commanding (Lieutenant-Colonel Gamey) impressed mQ with his own com-
petence, and was described by others as an officer who placed exceptional
emphasis rin training and",exacted a high standard from his unit. The other
officers were reported as satisfactory and acceptable by the Inspeçtor-General .
General Browne stated that lie was particularly pleased with the sergeants of
the \lidland Regiment . Perhaps some general notion of the calibre of the men
in the \Iidland Regiment may be drawn from the fact that when, in October,
1941, a request for approximately 50 volunteers was made, practically every
man in the regiment offered his services.

The men in the Midland Regiment did not pass through a" training centre,
but obtained all their training with the unit. A regular program of training
was, however, followed and records of this training were available in Military
District No. 3 for the period between October, 1940, and April, 1941 . The
District Officer in charge of Training (Colonel Grant) compared these records
of actual training with the lengths of time prescribed for each of the items of
training in the syllabi used in the training centres . It is unnecessary to set
forth this comparison in detail . The regiment was far ahead of the prescribed
syllabi in drill, marching, rifle training, and bayonet training . It had been
fully instructed in the mechanism of the light machine gun, to the extent that
the men were handling the gun while blindfolded ; they were, in April, 1941,
well advanced in their firing practice at the ranges, although they had not
completed the full period of time set forth in the syllabi . They .had spent more
than double the time prescribed in their practice with dummy grenades . They
had spent a total of 127 periods (of 45 minutes each) in platoon and section
training, and it total of 78 periods in company and battalion training . The
reports of training and of the observations of officers indicate that the men of
the Midland Regiment were hardworking and interested in their training and,
moreover, that they "possessed initiative and self-reliance beyond the average" .
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It is true that after April, 1941, the Midland Regiment was engaged in
defence duties w ith i n Canada which interfered with the regular course of their
training. At the sam e time, as I have already indicated, the assumption of coast
defence and other dutics had peculiar value in developing in the individual
soldier the special qualities required for the type of task that they might be
expected to perform in Hong Kong .

The records of the individual training of the 52 volunteers for the Hong
Kong expedition indicnte that these men were well advanced in their inclividual
training. It is true that the records of their fi ring t ests at th e ranges indicate
that -,c ome were first and seconcl, class shots, while others were third cla ss shots
or had ficiled . It was statecl to me in evidence that these records of practice at
a rifle range do not necc ssarilv afford a reliable criterion of the usefuhic.s of
it soldier in actual combat. It was also clear that some of these men, while
fully trained in the theary and mechanism of the light machine gun, had. not
actually fired the machine gun at the ranges . This deficiency in their individual
training is one which could quickly be rectified and would, under efficient officers,
be quickly rectified after their arrival in Hong Kong . Notwithstanding these
shortcomings in the matter of range practice and tests, I am satis fied that the
Commanding Officer ( Colonel Gamey) is correct in stating that the 52 volun-
teers from the 'M icllancl Regiment were, as a group, well trained, according
to the standard of training prevailing in Canada .

Accordingly, I find that in accepting these 52 men from the M idland Regiment
for inclusion in the expedition to Hong Kong there was no dereliction of duty
or error in judgment on the part of anyone.

Fifteen men were added to the strength of the Royal Rifles from Advanced
Training Centre No. 10 at. Can i p Borden . The procedure ad pted to obtain
these men has already been described . They were all voltm s ; all were
medically fi t and all had rccci ed their full basic training coverin the subjects
pre scribed in the syllabus for basic training. Of the 15 men, ten had completed
their full advanced training and several had served with the army for morethan n year. The remaining five had completed their basic training and had
received three weeks of the advanced training course . The officer in command
of the Advanced Training Centre No. 10, speaking from personal observation,
said that, although these five men had not received their complete advancedtraining, "they wcre-young men, full of enthusiasm to get into it fighting unit
and had received training in rifle, light machine gun and gas". In these circum-
stances, I cannot believe that there was any error in including in the group
from this training centre this small number of enthusiastic volunteers, eventhough they had not received the full pcriod of training prnscribeci in the
syllabus . I have in mind, of cour s e, the fact that , opportunities for furthertraining were anticipated, and did in fact arise, in the period of approximately
six weeks between the date of embarkation and the attack on-Hong Kong . .

Eighty-seven men were added to the strength of the Royal Rifles from
Advanced Training Centre No. 11 at Camp Borden . The general remarks
made in the preceding section apply . equally to these men. They were all.enthusiastic volunteers . Of this group . 38 had completed their full basic
and advanced training. Three had completed their full basic training and
seven weeks of advanced training ; one had basic training and four weeks ofadvanced training ; forty-three- had basic t raining and three weeks of advancedtraining ; and two had basic training and two and one-half weeks of. advanced_training. These men were inspected by the officer commanding the trainingcentres who stated they were "good-looking sôldiers", who appeared to -be
"likely recruits" for thé reinforcement of any battalion .

My conclusion as to these men is the same as for the group discussed in
the preceding section . I find that there was no dereliction of dttty or error
in judgment in including these men in the additions to the strength of the
Royal Rifles .
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Additions to the Winnipeg Grenadiers

At the time of their selection for service in- Hong Kong, the Winnipeg
Grenadiers were in the course of transfer from the West Indies to Canada .
On October 10th, Colonel Henness y spoke on the telephone to the District
Officer Commanding at Winnipeg (Brigadier Riley) and told him that the
battalion would have to be brought up to strength and, for that purpose, volun-
teers should be sought at the infantry training centre . Brigadier Riley discussed
the matter with Lieutenant-Colonel Sutcliffe ( the officer commanding the Winni-
peg Grenadiers) and Lieutenant-Colonel Graham ( the officer, commanding the
Advanced Training Centré No . 15 at Winnipeg) . There was some tmèertainty
as to the exact number of additional men required, but Colonel Sutcliffe esti -
mated on October 10th that between 150 and 200 additional men would be
required .

Colonel Sutcliffe saw Colonel Graham on the 10th or 11th of October and
asked particularly for signallers and other specialists. From the Advanced
Training Centre No. 15, thirty fully trained signallers, all of who m had com-
pleted courses at Barriefield signal school, were provided. In addition the
follo w ing trained specialists were provided from the Training Centre :-three
men trained in the use of the 3" mortar, twelve driver mechanics, three or four
men trained in the use of Bren gun carriers, and a number of N .C .O's who had
received special courses as instructors and who were willing to revert to the
ranks in order=to join the expedition . On the first request for volunteers Colonel
Graham obtained 150'men for the expedition, which was described merely as
special duty overeas. Subsequently Colonel Sutcliffe visted the Training Centre
and spoke to a parade of the men and 39 additional volunteers were obtained .
In this way 189 men were provided from Advanced Training Centre No . 15.

In addition, this Training Centre provided 12 officers for the Winnipeg
Grenadiers, all of whom were fully trained ; they had qualified at an Officers'
Training Centre and had assisted in the training at the Advanced Infantry
Training Centre for periods, in some cases, of more than a year. Colonel
Graham stated that all these officers were known personally to him and all of
them hâd completed their training . In general, this opinion was confirmed by
Mr. T. C. Douglas, M .P., who knew five of these officers and sa w them shortly
before they left for Hong Kong . He stated that they were overjoyed at the
prospect of going into more active service and they were satisfied with their
training courses as regards the handling of men and general instruction, although
they had some uncertainty about their experience in operational manoeuvres.
This was a natural diffidence in an office . of limited experience w ith a unit, but
Colonel Graham's evidence satisfies me these officers were competent and suitable
for acceptance as voluntary transfers to the Winnipeg Grenadiers . In addition,
two officers were transferred to the unit from the training staff of the Basic
Training Centre at Portage la Prairie . As to these there can be no question of
their fitness or competence .

After obtaining from the Advanced Training Centre No . 15 the number
of new men originally estimated to be necessary by Colonel Sutcliffe, he found
the estimate had been too low and that more would be neetled. Brigadier Riley
obtained permission from Colonel Hennessy to ask for 30 volunteers from the
Advanced Machine Gun Training Centre at Dundern, Sask . These volunteers
were obtained without difficulty . Still later-at a time about ten days before
the expedition sailed-Colonel Sutcliffe found that there would be some loss in
the strength of his unit consequent upon the medical re-examination of the men
and because of transfers of a number of men to the Air Force . Brigadier Riley,
in-th ia--situation, felt that further volunteers could not be obtained from the
Advanced Training Centre at Winnipeg, or from Dunderni and, with the sanction
of Colonel Hennessy, he sought volunteers in the District Depot at W innipeg
and at the Basic Training Centre at Portage la Prairie . Colonel Sutcliffe
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saw a number of men from both the District Depot and the Basic Training
Centre and from these personally selected the necessary number to complete
his establishment . In this way 40 men from the District Depot and 23 men from
the Basic Training Centre-all of whom were volunteers-were added to the
strength of the Winnipeg Greiiadiers .

Before examining in detail the qualifications and training of the men added,
one further general comment should be made . It was decided that the Winnipeg
Grenadiers should be brought up to the required strength by volunteers from
mid-western Canada, through Military District No . 10. This decision appears
reasonable in view of the fact that this regiment had originally been mobilized
in this district . The primary responsibility for the additions to the strength
rested on the Adjutant-General's Department and its execution was committed
to Colonel Hennessy, the Director of Organization . Brigadier Riley (the officer
commanding 1lilitaiy District No . 10) took steps to provide the necessary number
of volunteers for tLt! consideration and acceptance of Colonel Sutcliffe (the
officer commanding the Winnipeg Grenadiers) . In all such steps Brigadier Riley
conferred with and obtained the approval of Colonel Hennessy, who relied, and
properh• relied, upon the decision of the local officers as to the acceptance or
rejection of available volunteers . In fact, Colonel Henncssy, as Director of
Organization, approved all steps taken to obtain additions to the strength of
the Winnipeg Grenadiers ; the District provided the necessary number of
volunteers ; and either Colonel Sutcliffe, or his second-in-command, Major Trist,
personally interviewed every man who came from the District Depot and the
Basic Training Centre . The men from the Advanced'I'raining Centre at Dundern
were accepted on the report from that centre that they were all fully trained .
The men from Advanced Training Centre No . 15 at Winnipeg were- accepted on
the recommendation of Colonel Grah:3nu, who was in command of that centre
and was, therefore, in the best position to know of their qualifications .

A numbct of senior officers gave evidence as to the great value of the
personal selection of men by a competent commanding officer . Lieutenant-
General Me\nughton said in evidence :-

If I were the Commanding Officer and had had the chance to select
the men and know them individually-see that they were all right-I would
not have worried very much whether they had completed the basic training
or not, because character is the thing we lay most stress on, and, if they were
people who were suitable in my judgment to incdrporate in the battalion,
I would have been perfectly satisfied to have had them . . . I would
not have worried from the point of view of military efficiency one iota,
because, if they are the right type of men, even on the voyage over I would
have completed theit individual training .

These opinions were confirmed by both General Crerar and General Stuart
and are, of course, of the greatest weight in considering the fitness of these
additions to the strength of the Winnipeg Grenadiers .

1\'ith regard to the 189 men from Advanced Training Centre No . 15, while
they had been at the Training Centre for periods ranging from two weeks to
over a year, and while 42 of them had been in the active army for less than
sixteenth weeks, the Commandant of the Training Centre, Colonel Graham,
says they had all fired their courses at the ranges with rifles, light machine
guns, anti-aircraft rifles and anti-aircraft guns .

With regard to the 42 men mentioned above, all with one exception (a man
who enlisted on August 1, 1941), had had military experienèe, either with a
militia regiment, a unit of the permanent forces, or in a Basic or Advanced
Training Centre prior to enlistment in the active army. As illustrations the
following may be noted : One man who enlisted on July 16, 1941 had served
with the Royal Irish Constabulary and for two years with the Seaforth High-
landers ; one who enlisted on July 17, 1941, had had one year with the Dragoons ;
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one who enlisted July 24, 1941, had also had one year with the Dragoons ; one who
enlisted on July 16, 1941 had had six years in the Gloucester Regiment ; one
who enlisted on July 10, 1941 had had nine years in a militia regiment ; one
who enlistéd

o -
n August 28,_ 1941 had previously been a t a Basic Training

Centre for nine weeks ; one who enlisted August 28, 1941 haThnct tirô ~jmont
previous service at. a Basic Training Centre ; one who enlisted on the same (lay
had previously had twelve weeks at a Basic and an Advanced Training Centre.
Of these 42 men, the lastest enlistments were three men who enlisted respectively
on September 5 and 11 . One of these had previously been with the Forestry
Corps as a fitter ; one had been with the Royal Canadian Ordnance Corps,
and one had been in the Forestry Corps and had had ten weeks at a Basic
Training Centre .

In the period immediately prior to October, 1941, the Advanced Training
Centre No. 15, from which these men came, had, for training purposes, an
adequate supply of rifles, bayonets, light machine guns, anti-tank rifles, Tommy-
guns and dwmny grenades . This Centre, in common with other Training
Centres and units in Canada, was at that time without 2" and 3" mortars for
training purposes .

Thirty men were added to the Winnipeg Grenadiers from the Advanced
(Machine Gun) Training Centre at Dundern, Sask . All these men had com-
pleted their advanced training and twelve of them were trained specialists .
In some respects this group were trained beyond the, standard laid down in
the syllabi for training centres, as they had received instruction in field engineer-
ing and pistol training that was not prescribed in the syllabi .

Forty mer, were transferred to the Winnipeg Grenadiers from No . 10
District Depot at W innipeg . It will be recalled that these men were obtained
after it appeared that further additions would be required than had been
originally anticipatcd at the time the unit was selected for service in Hong
Kong. Permission was accordingly obtained from headquarters in Ottawa to
seek volunteers at the district depot . The district depot receives all men when
they are recruited and also men who are being transferred from one unit to
another . It was described as a "manning pool" for the district. At the time that
volunteers for the W innipeg Grenadiers were being sought, there were 23 men at
the district depot who had been left behind by the 18th Reconnaissance Battalion
when that unit left the district . These men had had considerable training with
their unit, but had been left behind because they were thought not suitable for
the specialized work of a reconnaissance battalion . The time served by the men
from the 18th Reconnaissance Battalion was as follows: One had served fou lF
weeks ; one, five weeks ; one, six weeks ; three, twelve weeks ; four, thirteen
weeks ; one fourteen weeks ; one, fifteen weeks ; eight for sixteen weeks ; one
for eighteen weeks ; one for nineteen weeks, and one for twenty weeks . . Of
the remaining seventeen men from the District Depot, one had already
served twenty-four weeks at a Machine Gun Training Centre before being
attached to the Depot ; in the same way one had served twenty weeks at a
Basic Training Centre ; one had served five weeks in a Basic Training Centre
and prior to that had been in a Reserve Battalion from August 13, 1940
to the date of his enlistment on April 10, 1941 ; one had had two periods of
thirty days and eight weeks at Basic Training Centres ; one had had eight weeks
in a militia regiment ; one had trained with the Grenadiers themselves for one
year from September 18, 1939 ; one had had thirty days at a Basic Training
Centre ; one had had the sa me experience, followed by eight weeks in a

-Divisional Supply unit ; one had s ixteen weeks with a militia regiment ;
one had had eight weeks with a Divisional Supply unit ; one had had eight
weeks at a Basic Training Centre ; one had had six months with a militia
regiment ; one had been in a Reserve Signallers Battalion for thirty-seven weeks ;
one had formerly beeri with the battalion for thirty wèèks, having returned
from the West Indies in April, 1941 . Of the remaining three men, one had
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enlisted June 20, 1941, and one on June 10, 1941, both having been . on the
strength of the Depot until attached to the Grenadiers . The third man had a
total of twenty-four weeks at the Depot having been in and out of the a rmy for

- . -.- three ~eriods-since~lri~ origimrl~nlistnrent-itr i~iavember, ]93~- -
No detailed information as to the individual training of these 43 men in

the Dcpot itself was availt3ble and a conclusion as to their suitability for accep-
tance into the Winnipeg Grenadiers must be based on the record of - their
lengths of service in the army, as above mentioned, and on th .: fact that they
were personally inspected and accepted by éither Colonel Sutcliffe, , or the
second-in-cominand, Major Trist .

The evidence as to the 23 men who joined the Grenadiers from the Basic
Training Centre at Portage la Prairie is as follows : Onc had been in a Reserve
Battalion for one year, being attached to the Training Centre ; one enlisted
November 14, 1939, and had been a staff clerk receiving some training until
his transfer to the Training Centre on October 3, 1941 ; one had been in a
militia regiment for nine months ; one had been called out in September, 1940,
and was attached to a 1\•Iilitia Training Centre until his enlistment on June 17,
1941, when lie went to the Basic Training Centre ; two were qualified instructors
attached to the Training Centre ; one had been a member of the King's Own
Scottish Borderers from 1915 to 1919 ; one had been in a Reserve Battalion from
August, 1940, to Tlay, 1941, when he was called out and attached to the Basic
Training Centre . The remaining fifteen men without previous military experi-
ence ~erved in the Basic Training Centre for periods varying from three to
cleven weeks-two served three weeks ; three served five weeks ; eight s :;rved six
weeks, and two had served eleven weeks . All these men also were hersoiiall,y
accepted by Colonel Sutcliffe, or his second-in-command, after inspection .

In the preceding paragraphs there has bren given a detailed description of
the steps taken to bring the two battalions t,p to full establishment, including
" first. reinforcements " . These steps were taken with speed and secrecy after
the receipt of advice from England on October 9th giving detailed plans for
the expedition . The necessary number of volunteers were obtained and the
whole personnel of the two battaliôns were examined and re-equipped read y

• to sail from Vancouver on October 27 . It is now possible, in light of what
has been said, to consider the effect, on the expedition as a whole, of the addi-
tion of the comparatively small number of men who had not completed the full
period of training .

I«•as most anxious to discover what was the effect• of adding to two such
bnttalions, small groups of lesser trained men constituting not more than five
or six per cent of the strength of two units, comprising exclusively men who
had volunteered for service and who had been approved by the officers of the
battalions as suitable additions . A great nicny witnesses, with experience in
this war and with battle experience in the war of 1914-18, assisted me with
their opinions on this question . The opinion of these officers was to the effect
that swell-trained battalion will quickly absorb such a small percentage of
under-trained men, who, in a few weeks, will become indistinguishable in
efficiency from the other men in the battalion . An efficient commanding officer
would not keep the under-trained men segregated in a group, but would dis-
tribute them among various platoons containing his experienced and well-trained
soldiers . It was pointed out by General Browne (an officer of great experience
in the last war, in the peace-time army, and in this war) that in a Training
Centre there may be 500 or 1,000 men for whom there are some 2 5 or 30
instructors, whereas when a new man is added to a platoon lie has 29 or 30
instructors in the experienced men of the platoon . From opinions of the officers
who gave evidence, I have reached the conclusion that there was no unfairness
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either to the battalions, or to the expedition as a«•hole, from the addition of
the men I have referred to who had not fully completed their prescribed training .
I am sure that the addition of this number of volunteers, who were wil ling to

-transfer'from their own units in ôrdec to proceéd upon active service , did noï
detrimentally affect the fighting efficiency of the Royal Rifles and the Winnipeg
Grenadiers .

For similar reasons, I am satisfied that there was no unfairness to these
men themselves in adding them to the expedition . I believe that these enthusi-
astic voh

'
nteers would be quickly absorbed into their battalions and would

speedily make good any deficiency in their training . The opinion of the wit-
nesses was that before many days had passed these men would have absorbed
the spirit of their battalion and would have become useful and competcnt
members thereôf and General McNaughton in his evidence says :-

Q. With regard to your answers to questions by my friend Mr . Camp-
bell, he gave to you the figures 43 and 62 of men who had less than sixteen
weeks in connection with these two battalions respectively . Could those
numbers, in your opinion, be increased without affecting the answer which
you gave to his Lordship to-any extent?-A . Well, I think I would like to
answer it this way, saying that I took the First Canadian Division over-
seas, well on towards 18,000, and not one of them had had that training ;
not that I was happy, bu t

Q. You are speaking of the First Division as now constituted?-A . Yes .
Q. I was thinking of the First Division in the last war?-A . And the

same thing was true in the last war, my lord. We had cothing like that
training that is indicated here for these oddments that were added .

Q. Then could those numbers-be reasonably increased without affecting
the efficiency of a battaliôn which had otherwise been fairly well trained?-
A. Oh, to absorb, say, ten to fifteen per cent, is no difficulty .

Q. Then- the presence of men who had not had the same degree of
training as what I might call the main body of the battalion while you say
that their presence creates no difficulty, would you be good enough to answer
that from the standpoint of the men who theniselves are trained? That is,
is there any effect of the presence of somewhat untrained men on the trained
men? Does it give the trained men any feeling of insecurity or lack of
confidence or anything of that kind by reason of the presence of somewhat
lesser trained men in their battalion?-A . Not provided one has a period of
a few weeks to assimilate them and make sure they are brought up level with
the rest . That is a thing that any combatant unit has got to be trained to do .
It is part of our ordinary routine, because when we go into battle we are
certain to have casualties, anything up to twenty-five per cent, and a good
battalion must be able to take that quota of comparatively untrained people
into their organization and in a matter of days rather than weeks incorporate
them thoroughly into the unit .

Q. What I am thinking of is this, General McNaughton : you have this
force going to Hong Kong, two battalions ; assume ten per cent of them had
less than sixteen weeks, of'varying amounts ; it was anticipated we will say
they were going there on garrison duty, but we will say that expectation was
disappointed and it became a combatant area ; then would yôu be good
enough to answer the question?-A . I personally would not have given it one
anxiety, subject to the condition that I knew the men, that I did not have
a lot of rotters put on my hands, that I had a chance to select them .
I would have taken almost raw men of my own selection rather than have
had a lot of fellows dumped on nie that I did not know anything about .

I have alrearly observed that the selection of these men was the duty of the
Adjutant Generaï's Department, and-the execution of that duty fell upon Colonel
Hennes,Qy, the Director of Organization . Colonel Hennessy fully understood the
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procedure that was adopted and it is a fair presumption that he was not ignorant
of the character of the additions lie was getting . He relied, no doubt, very
largely and properly upon the acceptance of these additions by the officers of the
Royal Rifles in the one case and by Colonel Sutcliffe and his second-in-command
ni tlie otiler cnsé.1 Rccept t év ►ew o General . c aug ton in the statement
already quoted that, if the inspection was judiciously made and if the men
accepted were men of chnracter, there is no reason to doubt that when the time
came they would prove to be competent soldiers .

At an earlier stage of this Report, I mentioned the general rule that was
circulated among a number of the District Officers Commanding- under• (late of
18th August, 1940, respecting the sending of reinforcements overseas from
Canadian Training Centres . The notificatior of this rule bears the signature of
Colonel .1 . K. Lawson, who later took command of the Canadian Expedition to
Hong Kong . As the notice is short it may be quoted in full :-

Tra{nin g-Reinforcemçnts C.A .S .F .

n',TAWA, ONTARIO,

August 18, 1940.

1 . I am directed to request that you will ens ;ire that reinforcements from
C.A.S .F. Training Centres are not sent overseas unless they have completed
the full period of training laid down, without obtaining prior authority
from N .D .H.Q .

2. In the event of such authority being granted, I am to request that you
will ensure that a complete record of the stage of training reached by each
man accompanies him, as indicated in H .Q .S . 3498-5 of 26th January, 1940,
paragraph 5.

(Sgd) J . K. LAWSON ,
Colonel, for Chief of the General Staff .

Strictly, it is doubtful if this rule had any application to the men added to
the sh•ength of the Royal Rifles and the Winnipeg Grenadiers in October, 1941 .
The rule applies literally to those men who-enlist in battalions which are already
overseas, and for which trained reinforcements are provided from the Training
Centres . The two battalions that went to Hong Kong were non-divisional units
and had no establishments at any training ccntres from which reinforcements
could be drawn . The transfers made in October, 1941, were not reinforcements
being sent overseas from Training Centres, within the terms of the general order
of August 18, 1940 ; and, therefore, that order is technically inapplicable .

Nevertheless, the order of August 18, 1940, is based on the view that
Canadian soldiers should not leave Canada on service until their training has been
completed, without special authority from N.D.H.Q. I understood from several
of the witnesses that this was the approved military practice, although in fact it
had been necessary on occasions-mainly because of the shipping situation-
to deviate from the rule . In the cases of the men added to the strength of the
Royal Rifles and Winnipeg Grenadiers, such authority from N.D .H.Q. was, of
course, obtained. Tl:e officers in charge in both IMilitary District No . 2 and
Military District No . 10 were in constant communication with Colonel Hennessy,
who was the officer in charge of this phazc of the preparations at N.D.H.Q ., and
who gave full permission for all the steps taken to obtain volunteers for the two
battalions.

General Crerar, who, as Chief of the General Staff, had been responsible for
the general policy expressed in the order of August 18, 1940, was absent from
Ottawa during the period when steps were tnken to bring the two battalions up
to strength . He cannot, therefore, have any personal responsibility with this
phase of the organization of the expedition . Nevertheless, he stated, in response
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to a question sent to him, "that if the formation commander and the officers
commanding units vftre content to accept as volunteers, following personal
inspection, a proportion of reinforcements who had not completed certain element s

time, I -amsâttsfie that I would have concurred in this deviation from my
of thetr advanced training, an d if this question had been referredtom"tAhe

rtated general policy :"
General Stuart says:-

Therefore the problem is this : I admit that I wanted to give those
unit, relresner training. What were we to do? To make use of the ship-
ping that we were told would be available on the 17th, remembering the
conditions as they were at the time, my lord : we were at peace ; war, accord-
ing to the best information we had was not imminent ; therefore why should
not that refresher training be carried out at the other end, namely, at Hong
Kong, and let us make use of that shipping that was placed at our disposal
for that purposo? And again, in view of the stress, the importance that the
British authorities placed upon our taking advantage of that shipping in
order to get, those people there just as early as possible, we chose that
alternative, and I submit that there was not a second choice .

Q. There was no alternative?-A . There was no alternative, my lord .
Q. I understand you to say that there was no practicable r.lternative?

-A . No practicable alternative, my lord .

On the whole matter I find that there was no dereliction of duty or error in
judgment from the mere fact that approximately 120 men were included in the
expedition before they had completed their prescribed periods of training .

I have already found that the addition of these men did not impair the
efficiency of the expedition nor did it constitute an injustice to these men them-
selves . I have also found that there was no breach of any general order relating
to reinforcements in the addition to the Hong Hong force . It is beyond question
that it is hoter praetice to send fully trained men overseas titan it is to send men
who are only partly trained . I believe however that, in the circumstances
existing in October, 1941, the course taken to bring the units up to strength was
fully justified, even though it resulted in the incorporation of a small number of
men who were incompletely trained . However it would be most unfortunate if,
from these findings, it .was inferred that Canada did not have, in October, 1941,
sufficient fully trained men in the country to provide the numbers required by
the two battalions . I investigated this question but, for obvious reasons, I cannot
give the exact figures of trained men in Canada at that time . I can state,
'however, that in the training centres alone - despite very large numbers going
forward to England early in October, 1941, and also in November, 1941 - there
were many hundreds of fully trained men available. And outside the training
centres, in other battalions stationed in Canada, there were tens of thousands of
men who had received more than six months' training .

In these circumstances, it many seem a little strange that any men who had
not completed their training were included in the expedition . The explanation
is to be found in the speed and secrecy with which preparations had to go forward .
Between the date of the definite advice from England as to the details of the
proposed expedition (October 9) and the date of sailing from Vancouver (October
12 7) only eighteen days intervened . Accordingly it was necessaiy to concentrate
efforts in one or two localities to obtain the required number of volunteers . In
seeking these volunteers the need of secrecy prevented any disclosure of the
specific nature and destination of the expedition, and the number of volunteers
was undoubtedly restricted by thi%J90o4Lity to give any information of the type
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of service being offered . In- the"result, the methods adopted were those I hav e
already described, and I-héve expressed my opinion on that .

In considering-the character of these additions, as well as in considering the
question of-thé selec tion of the units, we should remind ourselves once again that

-inUc~ober,IB4I-,-there m ere nô T~s ili tes in the ucï~ic ând-the best-Iinfo-rmed-
_-opini on avail ;tble to the Canadian authorities was that hostilities would not arise

in the near future. The telegram of the 26th of October stating that the con-
sensus of opinion that war in the Far East was unlikely at present has already
been quoted textually. The evidence of General Crerar and General Stuart,
already quoted textually, was to the effect that the inforn iation at their disposal
in Septe inhcr justified t h e belief that there would be sufficient time after the arrival
at Hong Kong to carry out the necessary training to bring the recruits who had
not gone through their full period up to the required level of training in weap ons,
as well as otherwise. In truth, the evidence as a whole, and especially the
evidence of General McNaughton, General Crerar and General Stuart satisfies
me that opportunity for this training was available and General Crerar's
conclusion is justified that on the 8th of .Dccember the expeditionary force was
in fact, fit to meet an attacking force in superior nunibers . Nor in this connection
can we properly overlook Generrl Grasett's confident assurance, conveyed to
General Crerar, that with two additional battalion s the Hong Kong garrison
could withstand any attack the Japanese could bring to bear against it for an
extended period . Nor can we overlook the telegram of October 30th, which as
already observed, seemed implicitly to suggest that . the advent of Canadian
reinforcements would assist in maintaining peace . General Crerar's view is that
there were grounds for thinking that the arrival of the Canadian force in Hong
Kong might influence the situation in the Far East in favour of the maintaining
of peace .

One further matter relating to the training of the expedition should be
mentioned. The expedition sailed from Vancouver on October 27th and reached
Hong Kong on November 16th ; hostilities w ith Japan did not break out until
December 8th . There was thus t total of six weeks in which training of the
expedition as a whole could go forward - approximately three weeks on the ship
and three weeks in Hong Kong . Brigadier J . K. Lawson, Colonel Home and
Colonel Sutcliffe were a ll officers who had great experience and placed great
stress upon training. It is inconceivable that thy would not have made full use
of this interval of six weEks to repair any deficiencies in training.

There is considerable pvidence to suggest that training was in fact vigor-
ously carried on between October 27 and December 8 . Before leaving Ottawa,
Brigadier Lanson asked for information about Weapons in which :lie two
battalions were not practised so that lie could make arrangements for training
in those weapons on shipboard .

In his report written shortly before arri val in Hong Kong Brigadier Lawson
reports as follows :-

Training has been carried out regularly since October 30 . .
Emphasis has been laid on physical training, weapon training, P.A.G. (pro-
tection against gas) and such specialist training as could be carried out .
Special classes have been organized for officers and N.C.O's . including a
special P.T. cla.s for the more senior officers . A series of lectures for
officers and warrant officers was commenced after leaving our first port of
all, dealing with conditions likely to be met in the Far East, races and
religion, military geography, health in the tropics, characteristics of Indian
Army troops likely to be met and the Japanese Army . . . . Lectures
were also given to all t roops on sanitation and hygiene in the tropics and
on security

This report is confirmed by an extract from a letter written by one of the
junior officers on November 9, in which is described the activities on board ship .
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This officer stated lie was up at 6 .30 a .m. and attended the officers' lecture Irom
7.15 to 8 .15 a .m . ; parades took place between 9 .00 and 11 .30 a .m., and between
2.00 and 4 .30 p.m . ; lie delivered two lectures each day ; at 4.45 p .m. attended
an officers' P.T. class for half an hour, and spent the evening in study and a t

-:t-lecture -at-1Q:00-P .m-: - - - -
- Weekly reports sent by cable from Hong Kong indicate that training con-

tinued vigorously after the arrival of the expedition . These messages report
specifically that weapon training was carried on and that' operationa! exercises
were undertaken .

~



SECTION V-THE HEADQUARTERS STAFF

T1rc--originttl-request-from-Great`Britniirasked-for-two-battal ions-tt•r-go-
forward to join four Imperial and Indian battalions already stationed there .
Subsequently, on October 11, 1941, an additional request was made that Canada
should, if possible, supply a modified headquarters force, consisting of approxi-
mately eighty officers and men . This request made it clear that if Canada
could not provide any or all of this force . by the time of sailing,• the War
Office in Great Britain would do so, and that the dispatch of the two bq+talions
should not be delayed on that account .

. On receipt of this cablegram, the Acting Chief of the General Staff (Lieu-
tenant-Gcncral Stuart) conferred by telephone with Colonel Ralston and
G,nncral Crerar, who were then on their way to England. General Stuart
recommefided that Colonel J . K. Lawson should be given command of the force
and that . Colonel Y. Ilennessv should be made its senior administrative officer .
Colonel Ralston consulted with General Crerar and obtained his recommen-
dation that this additional responsibility should be assumed by Canada . He
oscertained that Colonel Lawson's position as Director of Training could be
lilled without interfering with military training in Canada . Thereupon Colonel
Ralston gave his assent to the propos3l and recommended its adoption . The
matter was then referred to the Associate Minister of National Defence, who
also gave; his approval, and this was subsequently confirmed by the War Com-
mittee of the Cabinet . Great Britain was advised that the headquarters force
would be provided and that the dispatch of the two battalions would not
thereby be delayed .

Colonel Lawson was appointed to command the Canadian force with the
rank of Brigadier and Colonel Hennessy was appointed senior administratitve
officer of the force . The other personnel of the headquarters staff was selected
and sailed with the Royal Rifles and the Winnipeg Grenadiers to Hong Kong .
Certain special Canadian details were added to those requested by Great
Britain, with the result . that a total headquarters personnel of 97 sailed to
Hong Kong on October 27 .

The membcrs of the headquarters staff are, of course, more concerned with
administrative duties than with actual combat against the enemy . It is desir-
able, however, that all such personnel should be sufficiently trained to take
part in the fighting if need arises . All of the officers on the headquarters staff
were fully trained . All of the men, except four, had served in the active army
for upwards of sixteen weeks . Of these four, one was a tradesman in the
Ordnance Corps who had only 13 weeks service, two were provosts in the mili-
tary police who had fourteen weeks service each, and one was a signaller with
fourteen weeks' service . I am of the opinion that these deficiencies in time
spent in the army are of no significance .
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SECTION VI-DETAILS OF ORGANIZATION OF THE FORCE

I3~-hc rc cr m Council this Inquir,y . I was required to examin e
into the organization of the Canadian expedition to Hong Kong and particularly
to investigat.; "the provision and maintenance of supplies, equipment and
ammunition and of the transportation therefor" . This required a lengthy and
somewhat wearisome examination of the multitudinous details relating to the
prepar rîtion and disliatch of the force. I f was a matter of son ic surpri~e to
me to learn how complicated were the lireparations necessary for such an
expedition, and how much was accomplished by those in charge of the organiza-
tion of the force in a very brief period .

After thus examining in detail the steps taken to make ready the expedi-
tion, I concluded that- only one matter required exhaustive discussion in this
Ite;port-namely, the provision and di spatch of inechanical transport for the
Canadian force . This subject w ill be discussed in the nex t section . I feel that
no useful purpose w ill be served in giv ing, in wearis ome detail, all the other
matters concerning the organization an d clispatcli of the expedition-all of
which were successfully handled and concerning which no possible question
arises It is suflicient to state a conclusion in general tèrm s as to the organiza-
tion of 'the force .

The pro v isioning of such a force falls under three di v isions-general stores,
technical stores and mechanical transport-each of which is administered by a
Director in the Department of the IMaster-General of t he Ordnance . General
stores include all supplies except weapons, ammunition and mechanical trans-
port . All required general stores were provided for the e xpedition to Hong
Kong and accompanied the troops on the ship carrying them to their desination .

Technical stores include weapons and ammunition and the necessary
supplies of reser ves, spare parts, tools, etc . A list of technical stores supplied
to the Hong Kong force was filed, together w ith a list showing in what respect
the technical stores provided fell short of the prescribed establishment . These
cleficiencies N, • :re the subject of communications bet ween Canadian and
British IM ilitary Headquarters . There were no available Boys anti-tank rifles
in Canada in October, 1041 . \or was there ammunition for 2" and 3" mortars
available in Canada at the time. These facts were reported to the British
authorities . 1'heir reply expressed gratification respecting the equipment the
Canadian units would take to Hong Kong, and stated that the deficiencies in
the Boys anti-tank rifles would be made up when possible by release and delivery
of such weapons direct to Hong Kong from British sources . As to the mortar
ammunition, the War Office arranged to provide a supply for weekly release in
Hong Kong and stated that some mortar ammunition would be available
immediately from stocks already in Hong Kong. Subject to these deficiencies,
the full establishment of technical stores, together with large reserves, was
provided by Canada and proceeded with the expedition to Hong Kong.

Leaving aside for the moment the question of mechanical transport, I am
satisfied that the expedition to Hong Kong was fully and properly equipped .
It was stated by one of the senior officers at National Defence Headquarters
that lie believed that the "two battalions went out of this country better
equipped than any units ever left the shores of this country" .
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SECTION VII-;1IECHANICAI. TRANSPOR T

lt_ma~-_l~~suid in~nr~:~l_tl~at-~~~s,ch:~nic~l-t-rnns}u~rt-is-providecl br the----
1\Iaster-General of the Ordnance and that "the movement of troops, animals
and stores by sea, land and air" belongs to the functions of the Qunrter-Tinster-
General . The Controller of Transport is a civilian, an officer of the nepartmént
of Transport, first appointed on November 16, 1939 . More extended reference
will be made to his duties later .

The cable of the 9th October asked 'National Defence Headquarters whether
all or part of the Canadian force would be re3dv to embark on a vessel called
the A lrntea, which could sail from Vancouver behveen October 20th-'and the
end of that month . The cable stated another opportunity for direct sailing
was ,nlikelv to occur within two montlls and observed upon the importance
of taking advantage of the Au•nten, if at all possible . It was suggested that
the battalions should be on the higher establishment for infantry battalions,
but«•ith possibly a reduce scale of . transport, vehicles, but that the General
Officer Commanding at Hong Kong was being Fsked for suggestions as to both
the scale of equipment and transport ., including carriers, which should be pro-
vided. It was also stated that Canadian "Military Hendquarters in London
must be advised by October 15th whether or not arrangements could be com-
pleted in Canada in time for the sailing of the Auntea .

At the meeting of the I)ire.ctors held the same day, namely, October 9th
at 3.00 p .m., it, was settled that the expedition should be made ready to sail
October 27th . This was dictated by the fact that there were other troop move-
ment~ which had to he made between the dates already mentioned (October 20
to 31) and rolling stock was not available to enable all these movements to
proceed concurrently . It. was also decided that preparation should be made
to send first reinforcements with the troops, and that, pending further word
from London in regard to transport, full scale transport, boxed, should be
provided. Captain (later Major) James, of the Directornte of Mechanization
in the Branch of the Naster-General of the Ordnance, undertook to proceed
with arrangements to provide the transport, . This transport, amounting to 212
vehicles in all, consisted of the following :-

45 motorcycle s
6 light. - hord cars

57 Universal carriers
63 fiftren-cwt . trucks
2 fifteen-ewt. water tanks

39 three-ton trucks

On October 11, Canadian "Military Headryuarters in London cabled details
of the ec}uipment _ and transport to be provided . The cable asked that, in
order to effect economy in time and shipping, as much as possible of the
weapons, transport and ammunition should be taken with the troops .

Only two water tanks of the desired type were obtainable in Canada at
this time and arrangements were made to substitute 15-cwt . for 8-cwt . trucks .

A further meeting of the Directors concerned with the preparations wa s
held on October 14, at which it was reported by Major James that he had
made arrangements for the 212 vehicles . At this meeting it was arranged that
the various Directors in the Branch of the r7aster-General of the Ordnance
should co-ordinate their work with the officer in the Quartermaster-General's
Branch in charge of movement of troops -and supplies (Colonel Spearing), as
well as with the officer in charge of administration of the force itself (Colonel
Hennessy) .
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It may be stated at once that., although this information was not available
at that time, the Awatea did not have the capacity to take the necessary ships'
stores, the troops, their baggage, weapons, ammunition and equipment as well
as the mechanical transport . Whether or not the British authorities were
aware of this is not perfectly clear, but there is reason to think that they s o

-sur-mised ; as the cable of October °1+1, as already . pointed out, requested that
" as much of above weapons, transport., ammunition to be taken with units " .
I assume this means as much as was possible, having regard to the capncity
of the ship

. TheAwatea was built as a passenger vessel, designed to carry some five
hundred passea►gers : She had undergone refitting to,enable her to• carry some
2,000 troops . After the ship had taken on her stores, the weapons, equip-
ment, ammunition and the troops' baggage, there remained from 10,000 to 12,000
cubic feet only . The mèchanical transport alone amountcd to about, fifty car-
loads requiring some 123,000 cubic feet . 'l'1 ► e total cargo space of the A ► catea
was only 45 .000 cubic feet .

No other vessel was available, nor became available until later in October,
namely, October 28, when a freighter of American registry, the Don Jose,
reached Vancouver and space was obtained for the vehicles in her . If the
expedition was to sail on the Au•atea as planned, the-importance' of which was
stressed by the War Office on October 9, the great bulk of this mechanical trans-
port had to be left behind, and, as was known to the War Office and stated
in the cable of October 9, an opportunity for it to go forward was unlikely .

On or about October 21, the probability of the second ve
,
ssel becoming

available emerged and, in fact, all the vehicles with the exception of one
carload of spare parts, which was not despatched from Oshawa until October
28, were loaded upon this second vessel, which sailed from Vancouver on
November 4 .

This vessel had other cargo" to load, but space was obtained in her . To do
so her agents were induced to shut out some 75,000 feét of lumber which she
had arranged to carry to Hong Kong. The Don Jose was originally routed
for Shanghai, Hong Kong and Manila in that order, but, due to instructions
received by the \laster on November 1 from United States Naval authorities,
the ship proceeded first, to Honolulu and from thence to '~Manila, where she
arrived December 12 and where, war having broken out, arrangements were
made to turn over to the American Army in the Philippines the vehicles which
she carried . Had it not been for this deviation, under instructions from superior
authority, the Don Jose would, under normal conditions, have reached Hong
Kong about December G. Her normal speed was from 114 to 12 knots and
on the voyage from Vancouver to Honolulu she actually averaged 101 .l~nots.
This miscarriage was, of course, not in any sense due to the fault of any
Canadian official concerned with the shipping of these vehicles .

As already mentioned, there was some free space of from 10,000 cubic feet
to 12,000 cubic feet in the Aicatea when she sailed and the 'question which
has been much agitated is why she sailed without taking some of these vehicles .

It has already been pointed out that at the meeting of Directors of
October 14, Major James reported that provision had been made for the full

--21-2 vehicles . He had in fact arranged with the manufacturers concerned fo r
the boxing and loading by them of this equipment on the railway cars between
October 13 and 1 6 . , The reason that these shipments did not proceed to
Vancouver in accordance with these arrangements was that the shipment was
stopped by the Controller of Transport on October 15, because he was aware
that the Awatea had not the capacity for this cargo and no other vessel was
known at that time to be available at Vancouver, either then or in the near
future . The Controller, in view of the fact that the vehicles might have to
be shipped from an American port and routed over American railway lines, in
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which event they Nvould not be forwarded to Vancouver at all, put a stop order
on the shipment ..

In a letter dated November 15, 1941, written on shipboard, Brigadier
Lawson complains that " despite my repeated representations at National
Defence Headquarters regarding the necessity for at least a proportion of our
transport to accompany us, none of the M .T. (mechanical trantilzort) had
apparently arrived at Vancouver by October 27, and it was, therefore . neces-
sary to sail without it, though .there were two holds practirally empty . "

The statement that, two holds were practically empty must be acceptcd
with the qualification that in the hold,, referred to there was in fact considerable
cargo, but the reasons as to why the space in these hcilds, which was undoubtedly
free, was not used for some vehicles will have to be examined .

As already mentioned, the Transport Controller had put his ~top order

time for the shipment out of the country of boxed mechanical transport and

He was also to co-operate with the British _.Ministry of Shipping in all matters

in effect on October 1 5 . It appears that lie had not been told by the military
authorities of the proposed movement of the vehicles until October 14, on which
day lie, or his assistant, \Ir . Connor, had recei ved a telephone call from 'M ajor
James inquiring why none of the vehicles had left the factory . 'Major James
had learned the fact earlier that ( lay in a conversation with a representative
of one of the nianufacturers . It is apparent that at this point 'Major James
was assuming that someone else had previousl y communicated with the Con-
troller of Tr an s port, presumab ly either the manufacturer s concerned or Colonel
Spearing . Colonel Spearing, on his part, has said that lie did not recognize
that lie had any duty to perform w ith regard to the vehicles . Accordingly, it
will be useful to examine what had been the procedure laid do wn prior to this

what had been the practice followed, as well as the several functions of the
Transport Controller, \fovement Control ( Colonel Spearing ) , and the Director
of 'NIechanization .

The office of Transport Controller was created by an Order in Council
passed November 15, 1939 . It was made the dut~~ of this official to determine
the preference or priority of movement to be given on the application of go vern-
ments or pri vate persons of materials, troops , or nava l forces bet ween point s in
Canada. The orders of the Transport Controller were made bindi nn on all
persons concerned in such movements and also upon all owners or charterers
of British ships registered in Canada in which cargo space should be required .

relatin~, to the transportation of troops, naval forces, ünnterials and supplies
required by the British Go vernment in the prosecution of the war. On \'ovem-
her 16, 1939, '.N Ir . T . C. Lockwood, was appointed to this office .

As the result of a meeting held February 6, 1940, attended by Colonel
Ii . O. Lawson, Director of Supply and Transport in the Quartermaster-General's
Branch, _ Colonel Spearing, Mr . Lockwood, '\Ir . Liberty, of the Department of
Tran sport, a nd Captain Forester, of the Ordnance Corps, Routine Order 318
was passed on February 7, 1940 . This is an order of the Quartermaster-General's
Branch, but is binding on the Canadian army as a whole . This order applies
to the "movement of unaccompanied stores and vehicles" destined for export from
Canada. This was explained in evidence to mean stores and vehicles which did
not accompany the troops themselves proceeding by road or rail . As the vehicles
in the case of the Hong Kong expedition were not intended to accompany the
troops on their rail journey, this order would appear on its face to be applicable .

The order requires that before shipment a permit from the Transport Con-
troller be obtained and handed to the railway by "the shipper" and when
shipment "is ordered" the shipper is to be instructed to notify Movement Control
the full description of the shipment, route and car numbers . Shipments are
to be consigned to the Ordnance Transit O fficer at the port. On receipt by
Movement Control of the above information, that officer is required to notify,
among others, the Controller of Transport of the information lie has received,
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The Ordnance Transit Officer at the port, is to see that all, consignments are
"made ready for shipment", i .e ., I suppose, loading, and the materials remain
in his care until placed on board ship . Paragraph 7 of the Order reads : "Dlove-
ment Control is responsible for arrangements being completed to provide shipping
space . This is to be effected through the Controller of Transport ."

_Altbough, as already mentioned, this Order would apply to boxed mechanical
transport destined for overseas, the evidence is that shortly after it was passed it
was found to be unworkable as applied to this type of equipment which was
flowing in regular shipments to such a place as England . The practice then
adopted in such case was:-

(1) The general staff was to aclvke the Director of Mechanization that
vehicles according to a certain scale for various troops were required .

(2) The Director thereupon was to translate this scale into vehicles accord-
ing to number and kind and give to the Department of 'Munitions and
Supply an order to purchase from the manufacturer .

(3) The Transport Controller received the production schedule, showing the
number, types and destination, and lie was to issue the shipping permits
and direct the manufacturers as to when to ship, and the Controller
has to arrange with the British \linietry of Shipping for the necessary
shipping space .

(4) The consignee of these shipments was the Ordnance Transit Officer
at the port of shipment or an officer called the Military Forwarding
Officer, who, in conjunction with the steamship company, arranged
for the actual loading on board the ship .

With such sbipments it is common ground that 1lovement Control has
nothing to do, and that the ftmction of the Directorate of Mechanization ceased
once the order was given to the Department of "Munitions and Supply, except
with respect to matters of accounting.

With regard to isolated -,shipments of boxcd vehicles to such places as the
1Fest Indies, Iceland or Newfoundland, however, there is a conflict on the
evidence as to the practice followed .

On the one )land, 'Major James stated that in such iases his directorate
furnished to 'Movement Control particulars of the vehicles concerned which had
already been ordered through the 1)epartment of 'Munitions and Supply, that
Department heing responsible for getting the vehicles on the cars . The Direc-
torate of Mechanization also advised \Iovement Control o, the car numbers
and their dest nation . In the case of vehicles stored by the Ordnance Branch
it.e'.f, '.Major .iames gave a memorandum to 'Movement Control of the quantities
and types and asked the latter to make arrangements for space .

Mr. Connor stated that upon receiving from A7ovement Control the number,
type and destination of the vehicles, lie would izvue shipping permits and order
the traffic forward to the port by the manufacturer, after assuring himself
that shipping space was available .

It will be seen that this procedure iz in general compliance with Routine
Order No. 318. Major James said he followed this order in the case of such
shipments. -

Colonel Spearing, on the other hand, says that since \larch, 1940, he has
had nothing to do with the movement of boxed vehicles and that, in fact, no
boxed vehicles have been sent to such places as the West Indies, Iceland or
Newfoundland .

This conflict• of evidence may throw some light on what actually happened
with regard to the handling of some twenty vehicles designed for the Acratea,
after it was thought there would be some free space aboard that ship . It is
necessary to consider in some detail the part played by various officials who
gave evidence With regard to this matter .
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It will be remembered that on the evening of October 15 the Transport
Controller had held up the shipment of the vehicles owing to lack of space
on the Awatea . It will also be remembered that the Controller first heard of
the shipment of these vehicles from Major James on the 14th, who, in turn,
had learned from the motor companies that they were not moving .

Although Major James says that in the case of specific shipments of boxed
--mcchanical -vehic-les-to-sueh-plaees-as-the 1Vest Indic-s;-Iceland,-or-Newfoundland ;

his directornte would furnish Movement Control with particulars of the vehicles,
the car numbers and their destination, he had not done so in the case of the
vehicles destined for Hong Kong . Major Gwynne, Colonel Spearing's assistant,
however, had received from Major James a lipt of the vehicles on October 13,
but neither Major Gwynne nor Colonel Spearing was furnished cvith• the car
numbers . If Order 318 were being strictly followed, the Director of Mechaniza-
tion, if lie were "the shipper," would have done so, or, if -lie were not, he would
have instructed "the shipper," prc`umably the manufacturer, to do so . Major
James, in his evidence, said lie thought his duty was discharged when lie had
made arrangements for the vchicles to be boxed and loaded on the cars . Order
318 was, in this respect, imperfectly followed by him, or his assistants . It was,
hov:evcr, not observed at all by Movement. Control, who, altaiough furnished
on October 13 with the particulars of the vehicles, did nothing to communicate
with the Transport Controller . There was thus a breakdown at this point and
up to this time, n3mely October 14, between these two branches of National
Defence Headquarters . This, however, does not alter the fact that there was
no room for all the vehicles in the Airatca, nor that, they would not have been
permitted by the Traispori Controller to go forward until shipping space for
them became available . It may have sonic bearing, however, on the twenty
vehicles, as to which an attempt was later made to forward for loading in
the Awatea .

'l'here is, moreover, other evidence bearing on the question as to where
the responsibility for the rail movement of the mechanical transport, as a
whole, lay . The meeting -of the &-ectors of October 14, already referred to,
had arranged that the directorates of the Ordnanco Branch would co-ordinate
with Movement Control and Colonel Ilemncssy as to this movement . . At this
meeting Colonel Spearing reported that it looked as though the Alcatea could
not take all the vehicles. He was to ascertain what, if any, space would be
available for some vehicles and the means by which the remainder cauld be
sent . It was fully recognized at this meeting that the stores, equipment and
weapons must have priority . There was a discussion following this meeting
at which 'Major James was not, but Colonel Spearing was, present, when it was
agreed that the ship should take everything shc .could .

It was in the morning of October 14, and prior to the meeting of that date,
which was held in the afternoon, that . Major James had learned from the motor
companies that., while they were loading the vehicles on the cars, they had not
received permits from the Transport- Controller, as a result of which he had
called Mr . Connor,,and Mr. Connor in turn had discussed with Colonel Spearing
the proposed movement . Colonel Spearing was to send to Mr . Connor, in code,
the steamer's name, so that Mr. Connor might ascertain its cargo capacity .

Before attending the meeting of October 14, Colonel Spearing also spoke
to Commander German at Naval Headquarters, asking him to ascertain whether
the Auatea-would have capacity for "40 odd carloads of mechanical vehicles
in cases and at least 10 carloads of other stores ." Colonel Spearing made a
memorandum of this conversation at the time . It contains this : "Also told him
that I was arranging for the M .T. to arrive on the 25th and the other stores
on the 26th for loading." The information as to the vehicles given by Colonel
Spearing to Commander German in this conversation, lie had obtained from
the list. handed to his assistant, Major Gwynne, by Major James on the
preceding day .
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At the meeting of the Directors held in the afternoon of the 14t1i Majôr
James handed to Colonel Spearing a more detailed list of the 212 vehicles con-
taining information in addition to that contained in the üst handed to Major
Gwynne, including the name of the consignee, which wü^ "the Officer Côm-
manding Force `C', c/o Ordnance Officer, Vancouver" . Although both Colonel
Spearing and Major James came to this meeting with the knowledge that th e

_movenient _ of _tlie-veh icles-liad-not-comnienec-clf-bec-ause-tho-T-ransport-Gontrol ler----
had not been applied to for permits, neither mentioned it at that time . The
procedure for seeing that the vehicles were sent and delivcred in time ought ,
of course, to have been clearly settled between these two officers ; and the
minutes of the meeting state that these officers, along with others, were to
co-ordinate their efforts . Major James camu away from the meeting thinking
the matter from then on was entirely for C'e'ionel Spearirig and the Transport
Controller . Colonel, Spearing, however, says lie was to have nothing to do with
the movement of the vehicles . He says that not only had lie had nothing to do
with the movement of boxed mechanical transport in the past, but that he had
understood from a memorandum dated October 11, received by hini from the
Directorate of llechanization, that no mechanical transport at all would be
taken with the Force. I have read this memorandum. It states merely that
the battalions when procecding from their respective Military Districts would
take no mechanical transport with them . This refers, of course, to the mechan-
ical transport previously in the possession of these units and not to the new
vehicles coming from the factories, which were intended for the expedition . In
any event, on October 13, Colonel Spearing's assistant had the list of what
was going and Colonel Spearing himself had full particulars at and prior to the
meeting af October 14th. Any misapprehension lie may have had as to what
was going with the troops in the way of mechanical transport was completely
dispelled by that time ; and lie was charged at that time with the duty of
ascertaining whether any vehicles could go on the A watca, and what ship would
be available for the remainder .

On October 15 Colonel Spearing wrote to the Transport Controller giving
him particulars of the movement, including 5t) carloads of vehicles and spare
parts . This was not received, by the Controller until October 17 . In the mean-
time, the shipment of all the vehicles had been held up .

In his conversation with Mr . Connor on the morning of October 14, Coi~inel
Spearing had then advised Air . Connor that the traffic to Vancouver rhould
be consigned to the Ordnance Transit Officer there . Colonel Spearing said he
did not know whether there would be such an officer there, but, if there were
not, "somebody" would be acting in that capacity to handle this particular
movement. No Ordnance Transit Officer was, in fact, appointed and in the
particulars of the shipment given to Colonel Spearing by Major James at the
meeting of October 14 it was clearly set out that the consignee was the Officer
Commanding Force "C", in care of the "Ordnance Officer", Vancouver . Ulis
officer is permanently located at Vancotiver . If there was to be an "Ordnance
Transit Officer" lie would have had to be specially designated from Ottawa for
this particular movement . The address given also contained the words "In
Transit" . This meant, of course, that the material was sent in care of the
Ordnance Officer at Vancouver for a further destination . It did not mean the
"Ordnance Transit Ofiïcer."

Colonel Spearing did not correct the information given Mr . Connor, and a
letter was sent at a later date by Mr . Connor addressed to the "Ordnance
Transit Officer". After some travels, it reached Lieutenant Winter, who had
been sent out from Ottawa to assist in superintending the loading of the ship .
Perhaps any delay in the delivery of the letter may not have produced any
result so far as the getting of any of the vehicles on the Awatca is concerned,
but the incident is one which a little more care would have prevented .
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Fullowing the discussion at or after the meeting of October 14 as to the .
clcsirabilitv of placing aboard the Awatea as many vehicles as possible, Brig-
adier ~Iacklln had certain discussions with Brigadier Lawson as to settling the
types and quantities of the vehicles to be placed aboard, pending the determin-
ation by Colonel Spearing as to the amount of space available . Brigadier
Macklin kept constantly in touch with Colonel Spearing following October 14,
but it . was not tmti,' October 18 that . Brigadier \Iacklin was advised by Colonel
Spearing that possi :ilt• from 10,000 cubic feet to 12,000 cubic feet would be
available on the Awatcr for vehicles .

On receipt of this information, Brigadier Macklin settled with Brigadiér
Lawson a tentative list of vehicles to go and gave to Major James this list over
the telephone stating that there was a possibility that the above amour.t of
space would he available and that further word would come from himself or
Colonel Spearing. Major James constantly, between October 14 and 18, kept
in touch with Colonel Spearing to ascertain if the vehicles had been released by
the Transport Controller, as some were already on the cars and demurfage
charges were in prospect . Colonel Spearing was to advise Major James as soon
as lie grot a second boat . "INIajor James left instructions for his assistant., Lieut .
Findicy, to expect this further word and then to communicate with Mr. Connor.
On t)ctober 20, Lieut . Findlay heard from Brigadier Macklin himself with a
final liA . It was, therefore, not until the 20th that Major James, or his assistant,
was given the necessary information as to the particular vehicles to be loaded .
Before '.\Iajor James had left his office on the 18th, lie had. ascertained from the
nlanufacttn•ers the contents of the loaded cars and their car numbers, so that on
rccciving further word, as indicated by Brigadier ',\L-tacklin, lie, or Lieut . Findlay,
would be in a position to specify particular cars .- There was thus the greatest
attention to these details on the part of Major James .

On hearing from Brigadier Macklin, Lieut . Findlay immediately spoke to
Mr. Connor, giving him the list of vehicles and informing him that there was some
12,000 cubic feet of free space and that it was urgent that the twenty vehicles
be released and forwarded. Not having heard from Mr. Connor as to what
he had done, Lieut . Findlay reported to Brigadier Macklin on October 21st . Up
to this time the latter had not been told, or did not appreciate, that the shipment
of mechanical transport had been held up at all . He says that he thought they
were on their way to Vancouver. On learning the facts from Lieut . Findlay, he
then called Colonel Spearing, who informed him that so far as the twenty vehicles
were concerned there was no embargo and that they were on their way to
Nrallconver . At Colonel Spearing's suggestion, Brigadier Macklin called Mr .
Connor and confirmed this. Colonel Spearing had called Mr. Connor on the
20th advising him of the cstimated free space. Mr. Connor, in advising Brigadier
Macklin that these vehicles were on their way, had told him that, while it was
the intention to load as man of the twenty as possible on the Awatea, the military
authorities would have to deal with any priority that might arise in case all
could not be loaded . Brigadier Macklin undertook to take care of the question
of priority . He did so by acquainting both the commander of the force (Briga-
dier Lawson) and the staff captain (Captain Bush) with the situation and handed
to both of them, on October 22nd, before they left Ottawa, a memorandum setting
out these fact-s . From that time forward no one at National Defence Head-
quarters did anything further in connection with these twenty vehicles . This
was left in the hands of-the Transport Controller .

It is clear on the evidence that the amount of free space in the Awatea was
at this time merely an estimate . In a cable sent by Brigadier Macklin on
October 20 to the British commander at Hong Kong, it is stated :-

Because of cargo limitations of transport, Awatea only very limited
M.T., probably twelve to eighteen vehicles, can be shipped with troops. Re-
mainder must be shipped another vessel concerning which no information
available .

I
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Colonel Spearing did not know the shape of the space and the number of
boxes which might fit into the space had to be estimated . Colonel Spearing gave
evidence that as early as October 10 he had come to the conclusion that the
mechanical transport required by the battalions could no the carried on the ship
with the troops, but that he did nothing about it until the 14th, because of his
idea that the troops were not, taking any vehicles . It was on that (lay lie made
his estimate as to what free space there would be for véhicles . On the 16th he
received confirmation from the navy as to the total cargo capacity of the ship,
and it was on the 18th, as already mentioned, before Brigadier 11-facklin, as the
result of his conferences with Colonel Spearing and Brigadier Lawson, was able
to prepare his first tentative list, which has already been referred to .

Returning to Mr. Connor, he on October 20, having heard from Lieutenant
Findlay and Colonel Spearing, before releasing the twenty vehicles telegraphed
to the shi}i's agent, Mr . Y . B. Cooke, at Vancouver, to check as to whether or not
the space said to be available was so in fact . The reply be received did not
answer his question, but Mr . Connor decided to let the vehicles go* anyway . He
accordingly telephoned the lnanufacturers with insh•uctions to ship and issued
the necessary permits . The following day Mr . Connor telegraphed Ml: Cooke,
advising him the twenty vehicles had been shipped and giving hinl a description
of the quantities, types and weight, ►1dvising him that the' ninubert of the cars
containing these vehicles would follow .

These cars were sent by manifest freight, which is the speediest freight
service . Unless sent by special train, there was no faster means of forwarding
this shipment . The evidence is that, had these cars left . Toronto (which is the
assembly point for this traffic) at 8 .00 A.M. on the 21st, they Should have arrived
in Vancouver by 9 .00 P.M. on October 27, one-half hour before the d watea
actually sailed. Mr. Connor ordered the cars out from Oshawa and Windsor
respectively, on the afternoon of the 20th. The three cars from Oshawa left
Toronto at 8 .00 A.M. on October 21, but the, one car from Windsor did not arrive
at Toronto in time and, consequently, did not leave until 8 .00 A.M . on the 22nd .
The three cars reached Vancouver on the morning of the 28th, some nine hours
behind schedule . They lost time between Moose Jaw and Vancouver, owing to
large numbers of freight trains moving east ar#d extra passenger trains going
west . The fourth car developed'A hot box at Winnipeg, where it lost a complete
day, arriving in Vancouver on October 29 .

During the progress of these cars across the country, Mr. Connor kept in
touch with the railways and impressed upon them the urgency of the shipment .
On October 25 it became apparent to him that the cars would not arrive in
time, although lie emphasizes that neither lie nor Mr . Lockwood were informed
of the sailing date, but only of the loading dates, namely, the 24th, 25th and
26th. From Mr. Connor's letter to Mr . Cooke, written October 21st, it is
apparent that lie was never sure that these vehicles would arrive in time and
that lie was doubtful As to whether in fact there would be found to be any free
space in the ship suitable for loading these heavy boxes of vehicles . On October
21, Mr. Connor had learned from the British shipping authorities in Montreal
that another ship would likely be available in Vancouver for loading on October
28 and he thereupon issued permits and instructed the motor companies to
forward the whole balance of the 212 vehieles that day . The second ship was
definitely confirmed to Mr. Connor on the following day.

In Vancouver, in addition to Mr. Cooke, Mr . Clendenning, representative
there of the British Ministry of War Transport, knew that the twenty vehicles
were en route . Also Lieutenant Winter, who was assisting Lieutenant Colonel
Henderson, Inspector of Ordnance Services at Vancouver, in superintending
the loading, was advised on October 25 and 26 by the railway agent at Van-
couver as to the progress of the four cars .
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On October 26, Colonel Henderson reported to Colonel Switzer, at Ottawa,
that no mechanical transport had arrived . Colonel Switzer informed Major
James, who then said there was a second ship, but took no action . There is
no doubt in my mind that what was known to Lieutenant Winter was known
to Colonel Henderson .

On October 25 Major Gwynne had informed Captain Bush, the Staff Cap-
tain of Force "C", that the vehicles would not arrive before sailing time . Unques-
tiontibly this would have been reported to Brigadier Lawson . Also on that day
the ships' master told Major Gwynne that even if the vehicles did arrive, he
could not take them, giving as his reason that the ship was going on a long
journey, that lie would probably go in a roundabout way and needed extra
fuel oil . On the evening of October 27 before the ship sailed the ship's
Captain again said to Major Gwynne and Mr . Cooke, the manager of the
ship's agents, that even if the vehicles arrived he could not take them unless
he pumped out some 100 tons of oil . While Mr. Cooke says this is so lie goes
on to say that had the vehicles arrived before the ship sailed this-oil would have
been pulyped out and the vehicles loaded . This seems inconsistent with the
Cal) s view that. he needed this extra fuel oil and I do not understand Majo r

vynne's evidence to be that Captain Martin was agreeable to dispensing with
this fuel .

Had Colonel Spearing, when he realized as early as October 10 that the
atratccc could not take all the mechanical transport, taken immediate steps
then to ascertain the capacity of the ship and, with his knowledge from past
experience as to the space required to carry the other equipment and stores,
formulated what space would remain, the twenty vehicles could have been
despatched in plenty of time to have reached the A ivatea in time for loading
on October 24 . Had this been done I am of opinion on a ll the evidence that
it is highly probable they could have been loaded. I have in minci not only
this feature of Colonel Spearing's activity but his whole evidence, to which
I have made reference at some length, and I do not think that he was as alert
as he ought to h ave been. In his post lie has undoubtedly moved hundreds of
thousands of troops and their equipment and, I have no reason to doubt, done
it very efficiently, but I think on this occasion, whatever may have been the
cause there was some lack of energy. In war, energy is, perhaps, the cardinal
virtue. It, must of course be guided by knowledge and judgment, but without
energy, know ledgc and judgment are fruitless .

There remains the question whether the 20 vehicles, despatched when
they were, would have been loadéd if they had arrived before the vessel sailed
assuming Captain Martin would have been willing at, that , late hour to take
them, the ship at that time having fully loaded its cargo and fuel oil .

I shall deal fi rst, with the question of suitable space . It will be seen,
from what has already been stated, that it was the result of an estimate by
Colonel Spearing as to there. being some unoccupied space in the Awntcn that
the Transport Controller permitted the twenty vehicles to proceed toward the
çoast. What the shape of the space would be, and whether or not it could
accommodate large boxes containing these heavy motor vehicles, no one in
N.D .H.Q. knew, nor did the Controller of Transport . The Awaten was a
passenger vessel, not designed for such cargo .

The unfilled space existed in holds numbers 1 and 2 which were filled in
part only . The other two holds were entirely taken up with other stores .

The cases containing the vehicles measured:
12' 8" x 7,5„ x 5' 2"
14' 8" x7,9" x 5' 3"
14, . 9„x7'6"x7'.

and they weighed 9,550 lbs ., 8,700 lbs:, and 9,500 lbs ., res'6eétive ly. The open-
ings to numbers 1 and 2 holds measured 20' 8" x 18' and 13' 6" x 12' respectively
and these openings were boxed in between "A" and "C" decks .
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The statements made by the stevedores on the one hand and the whar f
superintendent and a marine surveyor on the other are at variance as to the
possibility of loading any of the vehicles in No. 1 hold, the opening to which is
only 10" wider than the length of the smallest case . They are also in disagree-
ment as to the fitness of the vessel's equipment for loading . These statements
were not subject to cross-examination, and one of the stevedores made a later
statement changing his earlier one . In these circumstances 11o finding can be
made upon them .

There is however the evidence of Mr . Cooke and Mr. Lockwood the
Controller of Transport. Mr. Lockwood is a man of immense experience in
the shipping business before the war as well as in his present office . Mr.
Lockwood says :-

With every study I am trying to improve as far as I can and to
ascertain exactly how many we could have squeezed in, and as near as
I can figure now we could have carried the six universal carriers .

Q. 1Vhere?-A . With some difficulty .
Q. Where?-A. In No. 1 hold .
Q. That is, if you could have. got them down there?-A . Yes .
Q. What do you say you could have got down?-A . Six universal

carriers in No . 1 hold, my lord ; I think there was sufficient space if we.
had met with no diflîculties arising out of obstructions in the hatch-way .

Q. Yes?-A. And seven trucks and two water tanks' in No . 2 hold .
That would have been approximately three carlots out of the four .

Q. With regard to the six universal carriers in No. 1 hold, are you
leaving the practicability out of that estimate and merely taking the size
of the hatch and the size of the boxes and saying you could measure the
two and see that they would go down? Are you leaving the practical
element out of that estimate?-A. Yes, and taking it from the size of
the hatch and the size of the space in the hold .

Q. That is to say, you are really leaving out of account the risks of
passage owing to, let its say, carelessness on the part of the st•evedores?-
A. Yes.

Q. You are leaving all that kind of thing out?-A . Yes .
Q. It would have been a close bit of work, I understand you to say?-

A. The stevedores call it "tight" ; it would be a tight fit . I thought perhaps
it would be of intérest to show how they are slung . This is not the exact
box we are using, but. it is an example of how they are slting on board ship .

Q. You are producing a pamphlet which shows a box containing
mechanical transport and shows the loading by the use of a boom from
which the box is suspended by ropes, and I suppose your point, Mr .
Lockwood, is that as that box is dropped into a hold there is a certain
amount of oscillation and canting which might cause jamming?-A. Yes,
and for that purpose there are marks on the sides of the cases where
the wire sling must be put in order to keep it perfectly level ; otherwise
you get jamnling and lots of trouble .

Q. Have you any expçrience which would enable you to say as to
whether the getting such a box into a hold of that character is more
difficult or less difficult than getting it out?-A . More difficult in getting
it out ?

Q. So that as to whether or not,- apart from measurements, those
universal carriers could have been loaded into No . 1 hold you would
leave that for the shipping authorities or the stevedores?-A . Yes, you
would have to leave it to them .

Q. I do not know that I quite understand the question, and I am
not sure that I understand your answer . I suppose you have had a
great deal more prâctical experience in regard to the shipping of mechanical
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transport than most . Very few people can have had anything like your
experience except perhaps the stevedores at Atlantic ports?-A . Yes, my
lord. We found so much trouble with the various steamship lines in handling
mechanical transport all over the Atlantic coast that we finally appointed
an expert stevedore to do nothing el e but go up and down the coast and
show the local stevedores how to handle these cases .

Q . So you are not supposed to leave it to the ordinary stevedore?-
A. No, not to the ordinary stevedore, my lord .

Q . But to a stevedore who lia-,, had special instruction in regard to
loading mechanical transport?-A. Yes, my lord ; and also you would have
to take into consideration tae fact that they had never handled any of
these cases at Vancouver.

Q. That is what I have in miud . I do not suppose they knew anything
about them . (No response) .

Q. In the light, of what you have just said what is your opinion
as a practical matter of the feasibility of getting these universal carriers
into No. 1 hold?-A. I can answer that in two ways . In peace time if
I was trying to get business away from another steamship company I
would put some special man on and try to handle it in the most careful
manner possible, and have the same thing done at the other end ; but I
think much the same procedure would have to be taken in war time,
and perhaps a chance taken on doing the best you could to prevent jamming .

Q. Where does that leave us as to whether or not, in your view, if
those six universal carriers had arrived at Vancouver the stevedores at
Vancouver, being who they were, would have caused thoee six universal
carriers to find their wav into No . 1 hold?-A. I can only answer that
under the circunistances i would have taken a chance on it .

Q. But I gather from what you say that there would have been 3 very
considerable risk of jamming?-:1 . Yes .

Q. Both at Vancouver and at Hong Kong?-9 . Particularly at the
destination, my lord .

Q. But you yourself in war time would take the chance, if you had
not the proper instruments? That is to say, you had no special man at
Vancouver?-A. No .

Q. And there would be no special man at Hong Kong, as far as we
know?-A. Quite so, my lord .

I accept 'Mr. Lockwood's evidence. I do not accept 11r . Cook's evidence
that it was a simple matter to load these vehicles and that all could have been
loaded. The result is that had these vehicles arrived on October 27 before the
ship sailed, and had the Captain been willing to accept them about fifteen
out of the twenty vehicles might possibly have been loaded . Mr.. Lockwood
seems to have thought that seven trucks and the two water tanks could have
been loaded but the evidence as to whether the Captain would have been willing
to take any of these vehicles enables me to form no confident opinion on this
point .

There remains the further question as to whether there resulted to the
expedition any detriment__or__ injury by reason of the fact that these twenty
vehicles (lid not accompany the troops . In my view it can be said at once that,
so far as the twelve 15 cwt . trucks are concerned, there was no such result,
and we have it in a cable from Brigadier Lawson at Hong Kong on November
24 that transport was being hired as required . Hong Kong is, or was, a large
city and it is apparent that trucks were available and were obtained for the
use of the Canadian force . If that was so before hostilities began, I have no
doubt it did not cease to be so after hostilities broke out .

The two water tanks are, of course, specially built tanks on a chassis .
Whether or not the British garrison had a reserve of these vehicles which were
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made available to the Canadian force cannot be knott• ►i . Equally it cannot be
known whether the force was able to use ordinary trucks for the purpose of
carrying water in some sort of receptacle . In the absence of evidence, I can
make no finding as to whether or not the force suffered from lack of these two
vehicles .

With regard to the six carriers, they are simply a ►neans of getting a Bren
gun crew, or mortar crew, across country quickly . Theÿ are not fighting
vehicles in the sense that a tank is . A truck would serve equally well where
there are roads . Again it is not known whether the British garrison had car-
riers with which the force could have been, or was supplied, but, even if that
were not the case, it cannot be said that the absence of these six carriers would
prevent the force from carrying, or using their Bren guns and mortars . These
weapons are designed to be carried by their crews and the "carriers" are for the
purpose of quick transportation . The Bren gun weighs 23 1 pounds and the
tripod 30 pounds, or 53 pounds in all . The 3-inch mortar is carried, including
ammunition by ►► c ► •en• of four. The "heaviest load for any man is 60 pounds .

On the evidence I cannot find that there was any detriment suffered by
the force through the absence of the six carriers . That must remain a matter
of speculation .
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